
trisha_29 birthday dance for touchdown366 
 
trisha_29: hops off the bar...walks to the changing room....pulls the curtain shut 

touchdown366: pats dg fore head with the towel lol 

RocketManFL: wooo hooooo clapping  

touchdown366: oh wrong spot lol 

dirtyrpgirl: lol td, thankya...but...uhmmmmm thats NOT where i am gonna be needin the 

towel, winks 

touchdown366: smiles i know 

dirtyrpgirl: sips my wne as i watch my baby go get changed 

trisha_29: Stepping from behind the curtain....standing at the end of the bar.....long dark 

hair tucked under the black baseball hat thats turned backwards............... 

D r a z: woo hoo 

RocketManFL: head snaps at sound of slidign cutain 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmm baby 

RocketManFL: woooooooooooow 

touchdown366: looks back and sees her silloette 

RocketManFL: looks at TD, you lucky bastard 

trisha_29: a grin crossing my face...dressed in an over sized sheer purple mens dress 

shirt thats buttoned only once at the center of my tummy.....hiding underneath the shirt 

is a black lace bra barely holding in the fullness of the breasts.............. 

RocketManFL: did I forget to mention that tomorrow is MY birthday???? 

touchdown366: ^5 s rocket 

RocketManFL: wuh oh PAl got Dirty 

touchdown366: no you didnt 

RocketManFL: well its not, i guess thats why 

trisha_29: black lace panties barely covering the  perfect roundness of my ass cheeks....a 

soft black lace garter leading down the tops of the thighs fastened delicately to the black 

fishnet stockings clinging to the long legs............. 

RocketManFL: oh my soooooo hot 

trisha_29: giving a nod to Draz as i push away from the bar................. 

D r a z:  you make it look like magic  

trisha_29: 6 inch spike heels of the thigh high black leather boots clicking against the 

tiles of the floor as i make my way to the stage.................... 

RocketManFL: this is ging to be awesome 

touchdown366: watches as she slowky struts in her all black outfit looking so hot 

trisha_29: Hips swaying seductively with the beat of the music....stopping in front of the 

shiny pole....looking back over my shoulder at TD....giving a wink as i wrap my fingers 

one by one around the pole........... 

RocketManFL: hmmmmm 

touchdown366: winks back as i see hold the pole 

RocketManFL: galnces at TD, oh boy buddy, your in for a night 

RocketManFL: ^5 



trisha_29: shifting to straddle the pole while standing.....pressing my ass out and 

swaying it back and forth as the music seduces me slowly......thrusting my hips forward 

while holding tight to the pole....rolling my head back............. 

RocketManFL: watches Trish as she works the beat 

touchdown366: watches as her perfect ass sways slowly to the music 

D r a z: grins watching trisha as she works it ,,,,,,shes perfect ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,shes earned it 

trisha_29: reaching up and grabbing the brim of the hat....giving it a toss....long dark 

curls flowing down my back...pulling myself back up and spinning to press my back 

against the pole....eyes focused on TD........... 

RocketManFL: holy shot, sooooo hot 

scarlett2angel: sends a paper airplane through the air to draz with in big letters The POle 

will Never be the same after this dance 

D r a z:  winks at scarlett 

touchdown366: looks at trisha as her hair frlys out and pressed against the pole 

RocketManFL: shifts in my seat 

trisha_29: both hands roaming slowly over the front of my body...squeezing at each 

breast...my backside sliding down and back up slowly...the pole pressed firmly between 

the cheeks of my ass.......... 

touchdown366: watches as her hands slowly moves over the curves of her body 

RocketManFL: and awesoem curves that they are 

trisha_29: pushing my thighs together as my hand slides down over the front of the 

panties...edges of my nails dragging over the thin material.......... 

touchdown366: smiles as i see her firm ass 

touchdown366: seeing how sheer the material is leaving nothing to the imagination 

RocketManFL: mmmm follows Trish's hands 

RocketManFL: getting sheerer too 

trisha_29: grinning as i raise my fingers to my lips...flicking my tongue to them 

playfully...letting out a soft whimper as my head rolls back and circles slowly............. 

touchdown366: whispers back you are hot while seeing her head roll to the slow tunew 

trisha_29: spinning again to face the pole....one leg kicking out and wrapping around the 

pole...the steel of the pole pressed firmly to the thinness of the panties................. 

RocketManFL: oh my soooo sexy woo hoo 

trisha_29: rolling my hips forward once.............twice...............three times....... 

touchdown366: watches as the lleg wraps the pole getting a view of the panties 

D r a z: watching as the pole    slides against the panties  

scarlett2angel: something tells me its gonna do more than rain in here 

touchdown366: counts the hip movements as my eyes a glued on her 

RocketManFL: sips my scotch, in a trance watchig the sexy Trish work the pole and 

seduce TD 

trisha_29: dropping my ass down ot the floor and boucning it back up.....my hand 

gripping and stroking along the pole... before bending all the way back and placing hands 

on the floor.................... 

touchdown366: seeing how suductivly she grips the cold hard pole 



trisha_29: kicking my legs up and flipping away from the pole....landing on both 

feet.............. 

RocketManFL: woo hoo CLAPS 

RocketManFL: great move 

touchdown366: claps on the perfect landing  

trisha_29: hand on my hip...bouncing my hip with the music as i undo the single button 

on the sheer shirt....grabbing each side of the shirt and shimmying it off my 

shoulders........... 

RocketManFL: oh wow such a hot body 

scarlett2angel: whistlessssss as i stand at the top of the stairs and looks down at the 

room 

touchdown366: watches as she shimmies the sheer shirt  

touchdown366: admiring her shoulders as they come into view 

scarlett2angel: Draz you better save this 

D r a z: mmm watchin the bouncing in time with the beat  

trisha_29: the shirt slipping down my arms as i strut over to where TD is 

sitting....stopping in front of  in the black lace bra, panties and garter.......... 

trisha_29: leaning forward....grasping the arms of the chair....sliding down to straddle his 

lap....breasts jiggling in front of his face barely contained in the cups of the bra........... 

touchdown366: looks up at her sexy body smiles as i say thanks 

D r a z:  stillgoing  

trisha_29: dropping my hips down....rolling them forward against him with the beat of 

the music....leaning way back....hands sliding over my tummy......... 

touchdown366: watches as she moves on my lap so close as i see her perfect form 

trisha_29: pulling myself back up still straddling his lap.....grinding tight against 

him...hands roaming over his chest....grins and grasps the arms of the chair again and 

pushing myself up off his lap.............. 

dirtyrpgirl: wohooooooooooooooo baby!!! 

touchdown366: such a sexy move as i catch my breath 

trisha_29: reaching for his hand....twirling out and back in to the side of him....my ass 

wiggling against de.....taking his hand and placing it on the flat of my bare 

tummy....rubbing it around slowly before pushing it away with a grin............. 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

RocketManFL: she is so hot isnt she dirty? 

touchdown366: eyes totally focused on her every move as she has the body of a goddess 

dirtyrpgirl: omg yes rocket , always!! 

trisha_29: dancing my way around behind him....fingers spread and sliding through his 

hair...tugging his head back so it presses right against the front of my panties......looking 

down......mouthing the words............ 

touchdown366: such perfect form she has as i feel her fingers in my thick hair 

trisha_29: Happy Birthday Friend...........leaning down and placing a kiss to his forehead 

and walking off to the changing room. 

D r a z:  we all getting closer  to god   

RocketManFL: woo hoo 



dirtyrpgirl: stands up and applauds my 

baby!!!!..................woooooooohooooooooooooooooooo 

greygriffin20:    

D r a z:             wooo  trisha ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, stands  and  appllauds ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, BRAVO 

BRAVO 

touchdown366: watches as she heads to the changing room 

RocketManFL: Claps woo hoo Trish you hot thang toy 

D r a z:    sings a long  ...............  

trisha_29: comes back out in my lab robe....thank you thank you! 

touchdown366:  gives her a standing ovation as it was a great birthday present 

RocketManFL: ^ TD you luck guy 

trisha_29: hops up and sits on my spot on the bar 

touchdown366: walks over and gives her her a kiss thanks trisha for the special dance 

dirtyrpgirl: i missed most of it....but thanks for showing it to me 

rocket!!!...hugssssssssssssssssssssssss 

RocketManFL: yw 

dirtyrpgirl: happy birthday td!!!...hugssssssssssssssssssssss n 

kissessssssssssssssssssssssss 

RocketManFL: what a night 

trisha_29: wiggles to the music sitting on the bar 

 

dirtyrpgirl and RobinBarnes87 

dirtyrpgirl: grabs robin and takes her to the dance floor...................shaking my hiney as i 

walk backwards, her hands in mine 

RobinBarnes87: laughs and links my fingers with dirty's as we dance, hips swaying to the 

beat 

touchdown366: sits and watches as i sip my free scotch 

paveduck: oooo dirty and robin on the dance floor  

dirtyrpgirl: shuffling my feet to the beat as we dance.........watching your hips sway, i 

turn around and rub my hney back to you 

RobinBarnes87: laughs shaking out my long hair as we rub 

dirtyrpgirl: wats for the next tune 

touchdown366:   are you printing 500 dollar bills ettena? 

dirtyrpgirl: oh hell yessssss train!!!! 

RobinBarnes87: love this song 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands on my knee's as i bounce my butt back towards you, grinding it 

back to you, as i hang my head and swng my har in circles 

dirtyrpgirl: omg sooo do i...anything by train makes me tingle!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: hey soul sister....i dont wanna miss a single thing you do...................tonite 

RobinBarnes87: raises my arms and leans forward...rolling my hips against you, feeling 

the bounce 



dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm robin, damn your sexy body feels so 

good........does a fast wiggle of my hiney back to you and reachs back and gropes your 

butt 

dirtyrpgirl: groping robin on the dance floor 

D r a z: woo hoo  dirty and robin go a groping 

dirtyrpgirl: then spins and faces robin.....................taking her hands in mine, and dancing 

her backwards across the dance floor as i sing this song to her 

touchdown366: oh that makes better sense now thought they were grouping before 

scarlett2angel: they where you just didnt see them 

dirtyrpgirl: cum tomorrow.......tomorrow, i'l be gone.............save tonite..fight the break of 

dawn.................... 

b ettena: climbs to the rafters and works the house and spot lights on the pair  

RobinBarnes87: links fingers with dirty and dances backwards, hip rocking...listening to 

her sing to me 

D r a z: looks up bettena 's skirt as she  works the lights up there 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling as robin moves in unison wth me, or legs steppng in time 

b ettena: realizes this was not the night to wear the micro mini  

dirtyrpgirl: stops and claps my hands to the beat.............raisng my arms high in the air as 

i bump my hips to robin's 

RobinBarnes87: bumps dirty back, clapping in time 

dirtyrpgirl: looks up to the rafters, and smile's seeing anette's panits from under that 

micro mini...wohoooooooooooo 

dirtyrpgirl: wohooooooooooooooooo robin, letting our hips bump and bump to the beat, 

her sexy ass just a wiggling, hot damn!!! 

RobinBarnes87: wiggles and giggles 

b ettena: starts the lights in a cycle of color changes  

dirtyrpgirl: sngin sweet alabam all summer loooooooooooooooooooooooooooooong 

dirtyrpgirl: turns robn with my hands on her hips, and just admires her booty 

shakin.....................y'all do see this ass dont cha!!!....lol 

dirtyrpgirl: gives her hney a few playful slaps as it wiggles and shakes 

b ettena: narrows the spot on the well shaken booty  

dirtyrpgirl: nce touch anette!!!...wohoooooooooooooooooo 

RobinBarnes87: rolls my head, long hair flying as I shake my hips 

dirtyrpgirl: spot lght on that ass!!!! 

scarlett2angel: waves at b ettena from my door..Your doing a great job there 

b ettena: waves back....thanks  

scarlett2angel: now this is my kind of music 

scarlett2angel: turns it up 

b ettena: starts the color cycle again with alternating spots on each lady  

touchdown366: hello trisha hugssssssssssss 

RobinBarnes87: hey trisha, hugsssssssssssssssssssssss 

b ettena: hello Trisha  

scarlett2angel: whistles at the two dancers as i dance around on the balcony  



dirtyrpgirl: moves close to robin, my crotch tight to her butt , my hands on her tummy as 

we move to the new tune 

b ettena: turns the spot onto Scarlett....  

trisha_29: hi td...happy birthday hugsssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

trisha_29: hi robin hugssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

trisha_29: hi B 

RobinBarnes87: rolls my butt againt dirty 

scarlett2angel: waves at Trish closes and locks my door  

b ettena: back to Robin and DG  

touchdown366: thankyou trisha hugssssssss 

b ettena: narrows to the ass on ass moves...  

dirtyrpgirl: hiya baby!!!....hugsssssssssssssssssssssssssssss n 

kissessssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

RobinBarnes87: rocks back and forth to the music 

trisha_29: waves to scarlett 

trisha_29: hi babygirl........hugssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss n 

kissesssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: stepping across the dance floor with robin, out butts shaking to the tune, as i 

let my legs and feet foloow each of steps, my left hand moves up to cup her left breast as 

we dance 

b ettena: broadens the spot to encompass the two dancers  

D r a z: hugsssssssss  hi trisha  

trisha_29: hi draz hugssssssssssssssss 

scarlett2angel: buys Trisha's favorite drink and finds a seat  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm spins robn around, and dances close wth her, 

singing softly to her ear as the tune slows to a slow dance 

RobinBarnes87: purrrrrrrrrrrs at the warmth of dirty's fingers against my breast 

b ettena: slows the cycle of the colored lights to match the rhytym of the music  

RobinBarnes87: spins and wraps my arms around dirty's waist as we dance so close 

dirtyrpgirl: pullng your hair from your neck with my face and lightly nibbles and kisses 

your neck as we just sway body to body 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm baby, so damn nice 

dirtyrpgirl: shimmies down low, with the saxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, looking up into 

your lovely eyes, just smiling as my face rests to your taugh tummy 

RobinBarnes87: sighs softly as your soft nibbles and kisses against my neck, 

arouse...swaying with you 

trisha_29: thank you scarlett...draz can i get a sangria please 

touchdown366: watches the dance 

b ettena: narrows the spot to highlight the upper bodies of each lady  

dirtyrpgirl: my little black dress slides up my thighs, exposing the sheer black lace thong, 

just as i slowly wiggle my way back to my feet and hold robin tghtly as the song cums to 

and end 

RobinBarnes87: gives dirty a sexy wink, smiling downwards 

b ettena: narrows the spot, and darkens the light...  



RobinBarnes87: sways with dirty 

trisha_29: hops up on the bar...watching my beautiful babygirl and the gorgeous robin 

dirtyrpgirl: grins, and as i stand back up, kisses you deeply 

RobinBarnes87: damn that girl is sexy 

b ettena: hits the flood lights for the moment, dims them accordingly  

dirtyrpgirl: steps back and spns around in a circle.....shaking my hips and my hair to some 

jacob, rocking my hiips to the beat 

touchdown366: wonders where my side kick Rocket is at 

trisha_29: lol he will be here 

scarlett2angel: td where is your partner in crime Rocket? 

touchdown366: cool speaking of him 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my arms around robin, dancing 

RobinBarnes87: rocks her shoulders, her head swaying...long hair flowing in a wave 

trisha_29: lol like magic td 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm, god i missed dancng wth you girl!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 

RobinBarnes87: her body moving against dirty's to the sweet beat of the song 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands fall to your lower back and butt, walking backwards with you in my 

embrace 

dirtyrpgirl: whispers into robn ear................. 

RobinBarnes87: sways my hips as I walk forwards, your hands on my butt...listening to 

the sexy whispers 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling as my hands move wth the pulse and jiggle of your sexy butt 

scarlett2angel: looks to me rocket is drunk already 

dirtyrpgirl: mm stands and hugs robin tightly 

trisha_29: woohoooooooooo sexy dance you two! 

dirtyrpgirl: god that was fun 

dirtyrpgirl: shall we go find a seat sweetie? 

RobinBarnes87: mmmmmhmmmmm it was 

RobinBarnes87: lol 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you baby!!!!! 

RocketManFL: sure 

trisha_29: you two are always so damn sexy together 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 

b ettena: slides down the rope from the rafters, takes a seat  

dirtyrpgirl: slides slowly next to robin, sipping my wine as well, running my finger 

through her soft hair as i just look at her 

dirtyrpgirl: thanks for the lights anette!!!!, blows ya a kiss 

b ettena: Twas a pleasure !  

 

 

 



b ettena  
 

b ettena: lifts the skirt a bit and extends a leg, continues the slow sway and wiggle holding the pole  

paveduck: morning draz  

b ettena: hello Draz  

D r a z: hello  duck 

paveduck: love watching the hem of the dancer's skirt slide up her smooth leg  

D r a z:  hi bettena  hugs 

paveduck: you hugged her too hard  

D r a z: pal stillmisbehving ? 

touchdown366: yes still 

b ettena: resumes from where I was so rudely pulled from the stage 

D r a z: wb bettena hugs 

paveduck: wb B! hugs  

paveduck: if you need, i can "kiss it all better" where pal booted you  

b ettena: tosses the hair and starts the sway a second time 

b ettena: moves a little slower to the music and rocks the hips back and forth 

touchdown366: watches as she sways 

paveduck: <<settles back into his chair watching the dancer's movements as her body 

matches the rhythm of the song  

b ettena: backs to the pole and rests to hit, continues the sways and the slow dips  

b ettena: holds the hem of the skirt and raises it to show the stocking tops 

b ettena: steps from the pole and slowly sways and twirls to the pole, grabs on and starts 

a little faster sway 

b ettena: the head drops back the hand glides slowly up my body 

D r a z: grins watching the hips move in primevil  rythmn   

b ettena: spins from the pole and continues in a slow dance routine, arms around my self 

paveduck: how i wish those were my arms around her body  

b ettena: sways and moves on the stage, slowing a little 

b ettena: pauses, slowly sways and rolls the hips....pauses again 

RocketManFL: wowzam, sees Bettena on stage, niiiiice 

paveduck: hey rocket  

RocketManFL: hey duck 

touchdown366: right on time Rocket 

b ettena: listens to the start of the new tune....moves a little quicker but with more snap 

to the hips 

RocketManFL: seems so, TD  

RocketManFL: tankes a seat at edges of cage 

b ettena: holds the pole and continues the hard sways, the slow dips 

b ettena: raises slowly, hand moving up the leg and under the skirt 

D r a z: evening rocket   

b ettena: the head drops back the mouth opens to let the soft moan out.....continues the 

glide of the hand on the leg and higher 

RocketManFL: morning Draz 



RocketManFL: mm watches hand disappear 

b ettena: backs to the pole and reaches above, continues the hard snap of the hips 

b ettena: spins around the pole, drapes a leg over it and grinds to the pole 

paveduck: feeling the temp rise in the bar as B's hotness radiates through the place  

b ettena: again the head falls back, nodding as the grind on the pole continues 

RocketManFL: wanting to be that pole 

b ettena: rocks a llitle on the pole  

b ettena: glides up and down on the pole, lifts the skirt so the audience can see the red 

lace against the pole 

b ettena: holds the skirt and continues the roll and grind to the pole 

RocketManFL: woohooo slaps out beat 

touchdown366: thinking lucky pole 

RocketManFL: on stage  

b ettena: drops the skirt and spins away, sways and runs the hands up and down my 

body 

D r a z: watches the  pole reflect the lace  

b ettena: spins to the pole and hooks the leg, leans back and sways the breasts 

RocketManFL: the very ample breasts 

b ettena: cups them and squeezes, a hand moves down my side 

b ettena: raises and pauses....nods to the new tune 

paveduck: remembers that he did offer her another squeeze  

b ettena: steps and sways a little faster, skirt in the finger tips 

RocketManFL: smiles up at Bettena 

b ettena: spins and sways, raises the skirt high and holds it so the red lace can be fully 

seen 

b ettena: spins and gives the audience that pouty slutty look and continues the sway 

D r a z: those hands and look ..say it all 

b ettena: holds the skirt, a finger tip trails around the lace 

RocketManFL: so sexy 

b ettena: runs the finger close and closer, drops the skirt, spins and smiles, grabs the 

pole and sways and rocks the hips 

b ettena: hooks the leg again and rocks a little more, leans back to give the boobs a 

shimmy 

b ettena: stands and spins away from the pole, sways in the middle of the stage, dips and 

runs a hand up the body 

paveduck: i could watch that shimmy all day long  

b ettena: over the breasts, cups them and jiggles them.... 

RocketManFL: wooo hooooooo claps for the sexy dancer 

b ettena: reaches for the hem of the tank...raises it... 

b ettena: higher 

b ettena: higher the underside of the breasts on display 

paveduck: watches intently has the top slides further and further up  

RocketManFL: mmmmmmmmmmm licks lips 

b ettena: leaves it there and continues the sway and spin to the pole 



b ettena: presses the breasts around the pole and glides on the pole 

b ettena: slows....as the tune slowly ends.... 

D r a z: smiles seeing the  swell ofbreasts   

b ettena: continues the slow sway , head back, nods 

poetic_expression: hey guys  

paveduck: hiya poet  

poetic_expression: hope everyone is well 

RocketManFL: mmmm damn B, soooo hot 

b ettena: starts again with the music, again a slower sway and a more deliberate move of 

the hips 

b ettena: turns to the pole, grabs, dips and very slowly raises sways left and right under I 

am standing 

b ettena: spins and backs to the pole and runs a hand over my body, one between my 

legs 

b ettena: the head falls back, swaying and grinding onto my hand 

RocketManFL: amazing hips and sop damn sexy sway 

b ettena: holds the pole with the other hand the sways and dips continue 

b ettena: spins again to face the pole, looks at the audience and tugs the skirt down a bit 

b ettena: a little lower, a little more red lace on display 

b ettena: leaves the skirt there, the tank slightly above the breasts 

b ettena: moves on the pole....a slow deliberate sway 

b ettena: grinds the butt and the lace to the pole, a hand slide up and down the body 

paveduck: doesn't know which to watch more closely - the tank or the skirt  

b ettena: raises the tank a little higher....almost nipple level 

b ettena: works the skirt down a llittle more....about half way down the hips 

paveduck: definitely the tank  

RocketManFL: << watching both 

b ettena: turns and sways, rolls the butt and works the hips a little quicker 

RocketManFL: oh wowza 

b ettena: looks back, pauses....hands on the skirt 

b ettena: gives it a quick tug so it falls to the floor 

RocketManFL: fabntasizwes about a diff set of jands being there 

b ettena: kicks it aside, and starts another slow sway 

b ettena: leaves the tank alone.......for now 

paveduck: all lace now  

RocketManFL: amazing legs, mmmmmmmm 

b ettena: moves to the pole, grinds the butt on it and slides the hands around my body 

b ettena: lowers slowly, the legs widen 

b ettena: a hand runs inside the right 

b ettena: on the left 

b ettena: the head tips back, the hand brushes over the lace 

b ettena: raises slowly, holds the pole to continue the sway and roll of the hips 

b ettena: spins to face the pole and again grinds to it, raises and lowers on the pole 



b ettena: spins from the pole and goes into slow dance mode again, arms around, head 

back as one hand again glides down my side 

RocketManFL: shifts in seat 

b ettena: caresses the side , cups the breast and continues the slow dance 

RocketManFL: whoops n hollers 

D r a z: whistles at the grace in the moves 

D r a z: hugs hi trisha  

RocketManFL: Trish!! hugs 

b ettena: reaches as both hands go onto the ass, squeezes and sways 

trisha_29: hi rocket hugsssss 

trisha_29: hi draz hugssssssss 

b ettena: spins back to the pole and holds to it, slow dips and sways as I slowly stand 

paveduck: hiya trisha! hugs!  

trisha_29: hi ducky hugssssss 

b ettena: continues to move slowly, little rolls of the hips to the tune, nodding and 

whispering as the vocalist does 

RocketManFL: claps for the sexy dancer 

b ettena: tosses the hair, spins and backs to the pole, pauses..... 

b ettena: steps a few feet away, the snap of the hips starts again, one foot in front of the 

other as I move to the front of the stage 

touchdown366: hello trisha hugsssss 

b ettena: dips and rolls the hips, raises and sways, tosses the hair as I spin and step to 

the pole 

paveduck: aww, i was hoping she'd stay at the front edge of the stage  

b ettena: spins around the pole and again grinds the red lace to it as the leg hooks 

around the pole 

trisha_29: hi td hugssssssssssss 

b ettena: winks to Duck 

trisha_29: settles in and watches the beautiful dancer 

b ettena: releases the leg, steps toward him.... 

paveduck: watches the dancer come forward  

RocketManFL: woo hoo B so sexy  

b ettena: leans over and gives a little wiggle of the breasts, turns and does the same with 

the ass 

paveduck: reminds self that there's a no-touch rule  

b ettena: reaches with a foot to slolwy run it on his leg, smiles 

b ettena: steps back a couple of paces and slowly lowers to the knees, looks at him and 

continues the sway...... 

paveduck: grins back at the dancer  

b ettena: the shrug and roll of the shoulders, the glide of the head 

b ettena: the hands on the hips, the seductive lick of the lips 

b ettena: slowly works the tongue upward 

b ettena: leans back and continues the snake charmer type sway 

b ettena: hands moving up and down...pauses 



paveduck: watches the tongue slither  

b ettena: starts again as I stand and spins, lean and roll the ass 

RocketManFL: mmm smooth as velvet 

b ettena: steps once, sways and rolls the hips 

b ettena: steps again, spins and looks at Duck and smiles, sways slowly, then a quick 

snap of the hips 

b ettena: hands in the hair, spins and sways slowly, pauses 

b ettena: turns 

b ettena: looks and smiles.... 

paveduck: eyes ... head even moves with the sway of her hips  

b ettena: offers the appreciatve bow, grabs the skirt from the stage 

RocketManFL: woohooooo claps lopudly whistles 

paveduck: claps for the dancer and asks her if she'd like another drink after that 

performance  

b ettena: smiles, bows again to the audience 

D r a z: woo hoo ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.  great danceing bettena  

b ettena: thank you so much 

D r a z:  stand s and applauds ,,,,,,,,,,,,Bravo  

b ettena: slips the skirt on, steps from the stage 

paveduck: i think that's the first time i've seen you dance, b  

b ettena: it has been a while since i have Duck 

paveduck: very enjoyable  

b ettena: I think the last time was over there.....points to the cage 

paveduck: sexy, hot  

RocketManFL: wow amazing B, so erotic 

b ettena: and yes Duck, I will take you up  on the drink offer, thank you 

D r a z:      wipes the bar ,,,,,,, whats it to be  bettena ? 

paveduck: draz, b's having V&T with double lime wedges  

D r a z: pours a good measure of Absolut vodka in a glass of ice cubes , tops with tonic 

waterand adds two lime wedges  and slides the V and T  accross to bettena on a LAB 

coaster *winks  

b ettena: thank you both 

paveduck: hands draz a 50 note  

D r a z: winks my  pleasure 

paveduck: you're quite welcome 

 

 

 

 

 



Kelleen  
 

D r a z: lilacs >>.https://www.3wishes.com/sexy-costumes/executive-lady-

costumes/private-secretary/ 

D r a z: kelleen and bettena have ths one >>> https://www.3wishes.com/sexy-

costumes/executive-lady-costumes/working-late-bedroom-secretary-costume/ 

bloodraynes lil lilac: ~ Smiles ..slowly turns and enjoys the cool air as she opens the 

doors to the cooler ..snags a frosted mug ....making sure not to lean in to far ...wiggles 

my ass turns back to face the room fills the mug with just enough Beer leaving a good 

head on it before placing it on a LAB napkin for Sir Rarius~ 

Kelleen: walking to a cage hand in hand with b etten in matching outfits 

D r a z: watches the girls walk to the cage  

touchdown366: watches as they go to the cage 

D r a z: watches the girls sashay over  to the cage ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,opens the door  

Kelleen: smiles going up the steps 

RocketManFL: takes a seat cageside 

touchdown366: joins rocket for good seating 

bloodraynes lil lilac: ~ dips a bar cloth in ice cold water....wipes between girls breasts 

...sits down and crosses my right leg over my left ..and taps my foot with the beat of this 

song~ 

Kelleen: my legs shimmer in the lights with the stockings 

b ettena: watches Kelleen, knowing the timing needs to be just right 

touchdown366: watches as the light cascades off her stockings 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and enjoys the beer, glances at lilac and sips his drink slowly 

RocketManFL: damn they sure are sexy 

Kelleen: swaying to the music as i walk around the cage 

Kelleen: swaying my tushy bending a lil as i do 

touchdown366: eyes following the swaying 

Kelleen: sticking a leg out letting it run up and down a cage bar  

RocketManFL: mmm ejoys the sight before me 

D r a z: smiles watching the leg  as it slides along the cage  

Kelleen: running my finger up and down the garter strap then swaying somemore  

touchdown366: moving to the music as her fingers run along the garter 

Kelleen: then both feet to the floor taking off the glasses sucking on them a lil 

RocketManFL: intensely follows her fingers along garter 

Kelleen: parting my legs leaning back in the cage thrusitn out 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and watches every move. 

bloodraynes lil lilac: ~ Whistles and winks at the two dancers ..while the house lights 

shine around them ..making there shadows move around the room ..and writes in my 

book the mens names to see who breaks a rule first~ 

touchdown366: smiles at her thusting as the lights show off her figure 

RocketManFL: woohoo kelleen 

b ettena: steps into the cage and watches Kelleen, shakes the head no and moves to her 

wiggles the finger into her face to scold her 



Kelleen: putting the glasses back on wrapping a leg around a cage bar hooking it swing 

side to side  

Kelleen: makes pouty face looking at ettena 

RocketManFL: imagines her leg hokkes around me instead 

D r a z:   smiles watching as bettena joins kelleen  

b ettena: walks to Kelleen, uses a finger to tip her head, shakes the finger again at her 

but smiles a bit 

Kelleen: smiles a little kissing the finger, as i roll my hips 

b ettena: runs the finger around the glossed lips and drags slowly over them, down her 

neck and lightly circles each breast 

Harold_Rarius: watches the wonderful ladies inside the cage .. sips his beer slowly 

Kelleen: purring arching my chest out some my finger up and down her amrs  

b ettena: loosens her hair and works it loose, my own hair still in the office look bun, the 

glasses resting on the bridge of my nose 

b ettena: runs the hands through her hair, moves behind her and glides the hands over 

her hips 

RocketManFL: watches kelleen trace B ettena's ample curves 

Kelleen: running my finger up my legs letting my hair fall 

D r a z: gris watching the twi office girlslet loose after the workday  

TimeTraveller_1: grabs a chair.........and quietly watches the cage  

b ettena: my hands follow along the curve of her butt, and I give it a little smack, wiggle 

the finger again at her 

Kelleen: reaching behind me running my hands up her back 

Kelleen: purrs wiggles my tushy after the lil pank 

b ettena: smiles again, takes the glasses off and flings them aside, moves again on her 

butt and up her sides to cup her breasts 

Kelleen: taking my glasses off sucking the tip into my glossed lips swaying my hips 

Kelleen: arching my chest out  

Harold_Rarius: smiles and enjoys the moves 

bloodraynes lil lilac: ~ Slips around the room refilling all the visitors drinks ..not getting 

in their way an winks at the two cage dancers as girl moves past them,,and back to the 

bar~ 

Kelleen: winks with a purr to lilac 

Kelleen: looks around now along in the cage, tossing my glasses to a table infront my 

hands sliding up and donw my front  

D r a z: looks to kelleen as bettena  vaporises  

Kelleen: then my finger undo teasingly slow the bottons  

RocketManFL: smiles at Kelleen 

Kelleen: one two then the third holding the top closed 

touchdown366: sits and watches 

D r a z:  smiles watching the buttons pop 

Harold_Rarius: watches Kelleen closely 

Harold_Rarius: eyes following her fingers 

RocketManFL: as other things begin to pop also 



Kelleen: then slowly opening it showing sides then breast then my entire lil breasts 

exposed 

RocketManFL: mmm so nice 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmm sexy view of them 

Kelleen: the top haning open as i strut around the cage my breast bouncing  

Harold_Rarius: smiles and enjoys those perfect breasts.. 

touchdown366: enjoys the strut as she moves around the cage 

RocketManFL: mmmmm, nouth waters a bit enjolying Kelleen's beauty 

D r a z: watches the perky breasys  shimmer in the lights ,,,,,,,,the hardnipples   cresting 

them  

Kelleen: reaching down unhooking the garters as i sway and turn my butt to the room 

then holding it to the side as it drops to the cage floor  

TimeTraveller_1: the smoke machine caught her  

touchdown366: sees as she unhooks the garter 

Kelleen: turning in just heels and stockings rolling my body to the beat against the cage  

RocketManFL: wowza, gettign very hot in here 

RocketManFL: very alluring look 

touchdown366: shakes my head at the sexy kelleen 

TimeTraveller_1: applauds kelleens performance  

RocketManFL: << shifts in seat to let thigns re-adjust 

Kelleen: my all but naked body shimmer almost glowing in the lights 

RocketManFL: holds up a 50 for the dancer 

Kelleen: turning my hand gripping a bar over my head arching my back and legs to the 

room 

touchdown366: seeing the lights glistening off her body as she moves 

bloodraynes lil lilac: ~ Walks over to the cage ..smiles and acts like girl is going to join 

Kelleen Ma'am but locks the cage door ..smiles and move sback to her seat~ 

Harold_Rarius: waves at lilac and smiles 

Kelleen: turns looking shocked shaking the door like i want out hair tossing about  

D r a z:  mmmm  .watching those   legs       as she moves   to the beat 

RocketManFL: smiles @ Kelleen 

Kelleen: then dropping to my knees bending back arching my body up and down off the 

floor of the cage  

touchdown366: watches as the hair gets tussled aching as she does 

Kelleen: moaning archng my body up and down off the floor my butt almost slapping on 

the cage floor  

RocketManFL: so erotic 

TimeTraveller_1: so primal  

D r a z:  looking along the thighs  that bounce up and down  

RocketManFL: woohoo Kelleen 

touchdown366: with cat like persicion as she moves 

Kelleen: then hopping back on my hees bending down my chest hanging running my 

hands up and down my legs  

D r a z: curses pal  for bettena  and opens the cage for her to get back in  



b ettena: now the room freezes...how quaint 

Harold_Rarius: quietly slips away .. have a good one all.. lovely performance ladies 

Kelleen: turning rolling my butt side to side my hands up and down the backs of the 

seemed stockings 

slick50: cool..used to work with a guy from granbury..great town 

D r a z: watches kelleen in the cage  

Kelleen:  then turning gripping a bar in the cage flipping my legs wrapping around it as i 

hang down my hair touching the floor my legs flexing  

D r a z:        what can be better we have kelleen dancing in the cage  

TimeTraveller_1: i grab a seat closer to the cage to enjoy kelleen and her gyrations  

touchdown366: super toned as she flexes 

Kelleen: then doing almost a back flip going back to my heels smiles opening the door 

getting LAB robe as i strut to the bar getting a water  

bloodraynes lil lilac: ~ Hangs the cage key behind the bar....removes girls apron ,,reties 

my top and kicks my feet up ~ 

Kelleen: smiles thanking the guys  

RocketManFL: claps, woo hooo Kelleen 

Kelleen: kisses rockets cheek thankies 

touchdown366: standing ovation as she leaves the cage 

D r a z:    woo  hoo  kelleen ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, nicely done 

D r a z:  BRAVO m,m,m,m,m,m,m,m,m,m,m,m, stands and applauds  

bloodraynes lil lilac: ~ Whistlessssss and claps my hands ~ 

bloodraynes lil lilac: ~ will have to change the locks on the cages ~ 

TimeTraveller_1: great show kelleen and bettena  

 

 

 

2 scarlett2angel bellydances  
 
scarlett2angel: stands and practices alil ..rolls my hips in small circles as my arms wave 

over my head and lets my tummy move to the beat as my ass moves left left and right  

RocketManFL: elbows TD nods head toward Scarlett, your lucky night buddy 

D r a z: listens as the finger cymbals clash  

scarlett2angel: clicks my fingers together as my hips sway with the beat thrusting my 

hips with the beat....looks around the room and lets my hair fall down around my butt  

mtnlobowolf: watching scarlett moving 

D r a z:  watches the swaying  hips and hair whipping down the back  

touchdown366: moving devinly as she does 

scarlett2angel: crosses my wrists moves my fingers as my hips move with the new beat 

making my hair swish side to side and slowly turns my back to the room letting my barely 

coverd ass show while it rocks left left left and right  

touchdown366: seeing her move as the music plays 

scarlett2angel: backs away from the bar ....smiles into the mirror drops almost to my 

knees waving my hands over my head them pops back up as the song changes 



RocketManFL: woohoo scarlett 

touchdown366: gives her room to show off her skills 

Gabriela92: so enticing! 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips as if someones hands are on them...winks ..snaps my fingers 

an rocks the top half of my body with the beat 

D r a z: watching  the swaying   to and fro and    the  waving of  the body  

touchdown366: hears the fingers snap  

D r a z: the snaking  body   ...  so erotic    ..........  the hips swishing side to side  ,breasts 

shimmying  

scarlett2angel: letting my hair cover my hips and ass as it moves with the rhytum letting 

my hips sway right right and left using the bar as my own personal post as my tummy 

rubs against it and waves my fingers interlocking them then turns back to face the room 

touchdown366: watching as the hips move and her fingerd interlock spinning facing the 

room 

scarlett2angel: as the song changes my light blue silk top shows more of what is under it 

and my white silk skirt parts and shows my tanned thighs  

RocketManFL: enjoying the view 

D r a z: thelights shmmering on the  glistening thighs  

touchdown366: very sexy how she moves as i look on 

scarlett2angel: smiles claps my hands over my head ..tosses my head back and smiles as 

the lights send my shadow onto the wall and dance floor 

D r a z: the lights prism  from the diamond in scarlett'sbelly button  

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips making my tight tummy move under the silk slides my feet 

apart letting my thighs move the silks  up each of my thighs more  

touchdown366: watching the silks flow as she moves 

scarlett2angel: smiles at the D/j wiggles my fingers at him ..bends over and lets my 

upper body rock side to side as my feet stay still using the beat to roll my hips in small 

circles 

D r a z: watches as the beat increases  to see  the hips shake and the    silks shimmer in 

the lights  

scarlett2angel: lets one silk fall from my left arm ..then my right one ...rocks my left hip 

to the right then left as one light blue silk from my left hip falls to the floor spins around 

and moves to a bar stool 

D r a z: watches as   scarlett moves  to the bar stool  ...........and rises  up to applaud the 

sexy danceer 

scarlett2angel: grabs it woth both hands rolls my hips with the new beat as my shoulders 

shimmy making my silks show off more of my toned tanned skin and firm thighs as the b 

eat speeds up 

touchdown366: standing ovation 

scarlett2angel: turns around smiles and claps s its on the bar stoll and nods to the room  

Gabriela92: fantastic, Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: ty D r a z for playing those songs  

D r a z: woo hoo ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, BRAVO  scarlett 

D r a z:  winks    ,,,,,,,,,,,,any time ............ 



trisha_29: that was beautiful scarlett! 

scarlett2angel: smiles at trish  

scarlett2angel: lick my belly button 
D r a z:  hehe 

 

 

scarlett2angel: jumps on Draz's back heyyyy 

D r a z: giddys up nd bucks  scarlett 

Bee_passionately_blue: Hugs back.  

scarlett2angel: giggles hangs on tight and bounces  

D r a z: gallops to the cage and bucks scarlertt in 

scarlett2angel: smirks jumps into the cage  

scarlett2angel: looks around and shuts the door 

Cars_75: the wild lil thing is caged eventually. about time. grinss 

scarlett2angel: winks at Cars spins around ties my hair in a ponytail and makes sure im 

safe  

Bee_passionately_blue: I tilt my head - and examines the angel in the cage.  

scarlett2angel: sits down with my legs folded up under me smiles  

Cars_75: hmm, there's something wong. scarlett looks way too innocent there 

Cars_75: we should be scared 

Bee_passionately_blue: that she is luscious and she would look more exposed - naked  

Bee_passionately_blue: in some ways - she is a perfect sight  

scarlett2angel: crosses my arms grips the bottom of my red tank top tugs it up and off 

stands ..slides it through the bars ..waves it as my perky breasts push my black half bra 

up as the cool air flows over my breasts 

Cars_75: blinks, a bright smile forming on my lips... maybe we should be scared... but I 

like it. very nice, scarlett 

scarlett2angel: lets the top drop to the floor looks around the room ...rattles the door to 

make sure its locked  

Cars_75: oh my... leans back in my seat and watches scarlett in the cage... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: A thought about "duplicate key" runs through my mind. 

Bee_passionately_blue: I tilt my head appreciating your beauty - the softness of your 

skin, and the way you are exposing as an exhibitionist to our eyes  

scarlett2angel: garbs the metal bars smiles and pushs my tits between them ..sticks my 

tongue out and rocks my hips left left and right as my hair sways side to side 

Cars_75: mmhm, scarlett is definitely a perfect lil tease... there's no denying that 

Bee_passionately_blue: appreciates the salicious movements of scarlett's hips' as she is 

enticing  

scarlett2angel: pushs back off the bars ..archs my back letting my blonde hair brush the 

bottom of the cage as my right leg slides up  between two bars ..rocks my hips right left 

and right letting my skirt slide up my thighs  

D r a z: watches  as the skirt ridees high revealing the     firm thighs  

Cars_75: eyes going wider as I'm trying not to stare and drool..... too much.  holy hell! 



scarlett2angel: thrusts my hips back and forth as if grinding against the cold steel while 

my firm breasts starts to shine from the heat of the house lights shineing on them while i 

dance around  

Bee_passionately_blue: as the leg extends - I admire the long line that is shadowed by 

the skirt and makes me wonder about what is hidden.  

scarlett2angel: points at Bee curls my finger at him so he moves closer .. 

Bee_passionately_blue: I walk to the cage and admire you as I am sensitive to your 

beauty and how you are playing come hither and out of reach  

Cars_75: sips my drink in a fruitless effort to cool down a bit... 

scarlett2angel: grips the bars with both my hands smiles down at him c rushes my tits 

between the bars and whispers can you unzip my skirt as my lrft hip thrusts out and lets 

my hair brush against my back  

D r a z: winks watching scarlett 

Bee_passionately_blue: I extend fingers around yor waist and find the zipper  - I watch 

you with dark eyes - and I slowly peel it down  

Bee_passionately_blue: you look ravish scarlett, thank you for dancing.  

scarlett2angel: wiggles my hips and lets the skirt slide off my hips lifts it with my left foot 

holding it out for Bee to take 

Bee_passionately_blue: I take the skirt and drop it to the floor of the cage - where the 

gate it - and I look at you - you look even more seductive with it there  

scarlett2angel: drops to my knees so i can look into your eyes letting my breasts rub 

against the bars while i reach through them grabs your collar tugs and kisses the end of 

your nose 

Bee_passionately_blue: I smile at your playfulness and I with care whisper, I can only 

imagine what it would be like to bend you over - and press you into those bars  

scarlett2angel: raises my arms over my head as the song changes rocks my hips side to 

side and in small circles while my eyes look into yours 

Cars_75: ..laters. have fun everyone 

Bee_passionately_blue: I admire you - as you gauge your movements to the sounds of 

the beat and melody  

scarlett2angel: crossing my wrists rockin my shoulders left and right while my lower 

body shimmys and makes my hair sway side to side tickling my now bar ass letting the 

room see my black thong as it moves with my hips  

D r a z: smiles watching scarlett  in the cage  

Bee_passionately_blue: my head tilts and I gaze at the beauty of your form - only clad i 

that thong - and I bite my lower lip  

stealth20_99: wow  

scarlett2angel: winks wets my lips as my body moves to the beat bends back thrusting 

my hips up while my hands wave over me swaying body stops till the next tune starts 

stealth20_99: lovely  

stealth20_99: think i need a beer to continue watching getting hot in here  

Bee_passionately_blue: smiles - as I can only imagine which lips are more wet - as I 

continue to be transfixed with your erotic display  



scarlett2angel: thrusts my lower body making my ass bounce on the cage floor as the 

thong im wearing clings to my body more ....grabs the bars and shimmys my shoulders 

and tits side to side making bra barely keep them coverd as the new beat makes my body 

move  

D r a z:   smiles at  the sweeping  curves of the body   as it interprets  the music   

scarlett2angel: kicks my feet up letting eachone slide up the bars while my back archs 

more rolling my hips with the rhytum of this tune gripping the bars more with both my 

hands parts my knees an hopes Bee doesnt look down as my thong clings more  

Bee_passionately_blue: in awe stares - appreciating how your thong clings to your folds 

and growls at the suggestion of your arousal and want  

scarlett2angel: snaps my fingers over my curved but out stretched body rocks to the beat 

letting my hair and bar move up and down while my thighs open and close while my feet 

slide back down to the cage floor 

scarlett2angel: winks at bee as i slowly worm my way back to my knees waving and 

crossing my wrists over my head again an moves to the bars again letting my now firm 

and breasts and hard nipples brush against them as my eyes open and close 

D r a z: grins watchin the exotic   waves  of  the suppple and   firm  body  

Bee_passionately_blue: delighting in the way you tease your nipples as you caress them 

to the metal, intoxicated by the scent I am inhaling from you  

scarlett2angel: wets my bottom lip shimmys my shoudlers and lets my slender fingers 

slide up and down the cold bars gripping them while the top half of my body rocks side to 

side letting my boobs rub against steel  

Bee_passionately_blue: the luscious movements such a exciting delight that conveys so 

many little intricies that communicate lust - capativating  

scarlett2angel: looks over your shoulder at  Draz smiles unhooks my bra letting it slide 

off first my right shoulder ..then my left one as the beat slows i cross my arms and cups 

my breasts in both hands squeezes them as my bra falls into the plams of each hand  

scarlett2angel: tilts my head and drops my bra onto the  cage floor as we ger another 

visitor 

D r a z: winks at scarlett      as the bra falls away  

Bee_passionately_blue: how you are tantalizing with your hands cupping your breasts is 

temptuous - and I smile  

scarlett2angel: smiles at Bee keeping my young but firm breasts covered with my hands 

as my hips sway letting my hair slap my butt crawls to the bars so i can press my face 

between them drops each hand from my boobs to my knees an sways with the beat of 

this song 

scarlett2angel: archs gr ips the bars again but this time lets my breasts push betwee n 

the bars harder this time as i rock side to side and thrusts my hips as if bee was pulling 

me to him by them 

D r a z:    growls watching scarlett as  she interprets the exotic music  

Bee_passionately_blue: appreciates the beauty of your breasts - as your hands fall to 

your knees and allow me to peek at what is happening between your thighs - grinning at 

the way your body is rocking suggestively  



scarlett2angel: tilts my head to one side smiles and presses my tummy against the cold 

bars rocking my head and lets the thong rub up and down the cold bar as i use the beat 

to move my hips too 

scarlett2angel: pushs and pulls my body up gripping the bars with my long slender 

fingers while my thighs rub and push the thong between my now damp lips making the 

bar a little shinny 

Bee_passionately_blue: mmm, how you're teasing is erotic scarlett - such imagery to 

tease as I think of what else is long thick and hard that you want buried there between 

your lips  

scarlett2angel: snaps my fingers leans back letting my upper body sway to the rhytum as 

m y fingers snap and pushs up against the bars more letting Bee see the thong move up 

down between my wet pussy closes my eyes and enjoys the slow beat of draz's song 

D r a z: dangles a key on my  finger  

Bee_passionately_blue: I appreciate the slow beat of the movements - as you continue to 

grind and shimmy in luscious ways - so yummy  

scarlett2angel: waves my hands in circles rocks my lower body to the new rhytum an 

pulls myself up like im tugging on a rope opens my eyes shimmys my shoulders letting 

my long hair hang down my spine ..looks over at draz stands and smiles down at Bee 

again 

Bee_passionately_blue: I smile at you scarlett - and watch you curious of your choice  

scarlett2angel: spins in tight ci rcles in the center of the cage..smiles letting my fingertips 

slide up my thighs ..tummy then cups each of my breasts again as the beat speeds up 

making my hips move side to side more then slowly turns my back to the room letting my 

ass be seen and runs my hands up in my hair untieing it shakes it loose so it shines under 

the ligh ts 

Bee_passionately_blue: Appreciates the way you are caressing your skin - like you are 

instructor a lover of what you enjoy and I smile.  

scarlett2angel: stops turns to the cage door ,,,,motions Bee to come closer  

Bee_passionately_blue: I walk to the door and watch your eyes  

scarlett2angel: kneels down so my tits are even with his face smiles  

scarlett2angel: shakes the door let me free plzzzzzz 

Bee_passionately_blue: I take the key that draz had, and I undo the lock. I reach for a 

fuzzy bath robe and I extend it to you - as the door opens  

Bee_passionately_blue: you were a beautiful tempting enchantress scarlett  

D r a z: smiles  beautifuly done scarlett 

scarlett2angel: waits for you to unlock the door reaches out an yanks you into the cage 

with me spins you around and shuts the door again 

scarlett2angel: giggles im not done 

D r a z: puts a  cover over the cage 

 

 

 

 

 



scarlett2angel 
 
scarlett2angel: wiggles an whispers see what rum does to me? licks my lips and uses the 

beat to move on your lap  

D r a z: watches   the rum little angel 

touchdown366: Draz you want the mic after this tune 

RocketManFL: angel eh? 

scarlett2angel: kisses your forehead runs my fingertips through your hair winks and 

rocks side to side making the chair move  

scarlett2angel: Rocket why are your eyes closed? 

RocketManFL: steadies chair so that i dont fall over 

RocketManFL: they are? 

scarlett2angel: smiles grips your hair with both my hands...leans back and lets you see 

down my top as my feet hook the chair to keep it steady 

scarlett2angel: whispers into your ear (can you help me with the zipper please it seams 

to be stuck) 

RocketManFL: unjambs the zipper 

scarlett2angel: smiles thanks as you pull it down letting my breasts get some air as my 

blue bra comes into view 

RocketManFL: nice blue 

scarlett2angel: shakes my hair loose grips your shoulders and rocks on your lap as the 

beat changes 

D r a z: shes  fine ,,,,,,,,,    watching the sway  to the blues beat 

touchdown366: hi simple 

scarlett2angel: lets my white top slip odd each of my shoulders down to my elbows as  

the small half bra pushs my boobs up and sways left and right  

scarlett2angel: *off* 

RocketManFL: oh my 

scarlett2angel: mmm now this is my kind of music 

scarlett2angel: winks at draz rocks more making the chair move under rocket as my 

breasts sway right and left  

D r a z: winks back  

scarlett2angel: looks into Rockets eyes..wiggles my nose pushs his arms over his haed 

and rocks left left right and right a bit harder  

scarlett2angel: mmmm  Rocket whimpers in your right ear ..tugs the earlobe with my 

teeth and inter locks my fingers in yours pushs you back and uses the beat to grind 

against your stomach  

RocketManFL: smiles 

scarlett2angel: wets my lips .slows the rolling of my hips ..smiles and lets my upper body 

rock side to side while our eyes lock  

D r a z: watches  those hips  as  they   rock  

touchdown366: love this tune 

scarlett2angel: winks looks around the room and grinds abit more making the chair bang 

against the wall as my fingers grip yours more 



RocketManFL: swallows hard, smiles 

D r a z: watches      the grinding hips   and hears the banging against  the wall 

touchdown366: nice the banging is in tempo with the music 

scarlett2angel: mmmm rocket baby ...winks an leans closer so my breasts touch each of 

your cheeks tilts my head back and rocks with the beat makes your heart beat a bit faster 

RocketManFL: like a drum 

RocketManFL: lol mnice TD 

scarlett2angel: shimmys my shoulders places your hands on my swaying hips while 

rocket starts a food fight 

RocketManFL: shimmy shimmy shake o pop 

D r a z: watches as the shimmy shakes scarlett  all over 

scarlett2angel: as my shoulders shimmy left and right the straps slip off my shoulders 

..smiles as more of my breasts show but keeps with in the rules as i rock on your lap  

RocketManFL: looks forrreferees 

D r a z: well Im  just not dressing in one of those ref outfits  

RocketManFL: fair enough Draz 

RocketManFL: lol 

scarlett2angel: runs my fingers up your chest squeezes your cheeks and gives you a kiss 

thanks for the use of your lap 

D r a z: woo hoo  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,stands and  applauds  scarlett   

touchdown366: great routine scarlett 

scarlett2angel: bites my bottom lip s lowly slips off you should sit there for a bit  

RocketManFL: woo hoo claps 
RocketManFL: uh huh 

 

scarlett2angel and Gabriela92 
Gabriela92: drapes my arms over Scarlett's shoulders and rubs noses with her 

mylstoknowhere: grins and tries to squeeze between the girls  

scarlett2angel: squeezes Gabi's soft ass winks and rubs noses  

Gabriela92: slides my chest softly back and forth across Scarlett's. 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm looks into Your eyes and sticks my tongue out 

RocketManFL: observes 

touchdown366: sits and watches with rocket 

Gabriela92: traces along the scoop neckline of Scarlett's top with the tip of my index 

finger, very lightly. 

touchdown366: looks for icecream hearing scoop 

scarlett2angel: flicks the tip of my tongue like a snake as i tilt  my head and lets my 

fingertips grip your ass cheeks tighter 

Gabriela92: raises and lowers my eyebrows provocatively, thinking of things that tongue 

flicking could accomplish. 

touchdown366: chin drops watching the girls 

RocketManFL: wowza 



scarlett2angel: winks wiggles it over my bottom lip and brushs it against your top one as 

my tummy m oves side to side against Yours 

touchdown366: looks on with antisapation what will happen next 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on Scarlett's hips, slipping my thumbs into the belt loops on 

the sides of her jeans 

scarlett2angel: pulling You closer so my lips can touch Yours..lets out a soft moan and 

rolls my hips between Your hands  

touchdown366: looking at the kiss then the hips 

touchdown366: rocket stop drueling 

scarlett2angel: archs my back slides my fingers up Gabis back an over Her shoulders as 

my hips sway left and right making Her grip my hips harder 

RocketManFL: not possib;e 

mylstoknowhere: props my feet up and hands behind my head as i watch the girls enjoy 

themself's  

touchdown366: adjust my stool for a better view 

Gabriela92: closes my eyes and sways softly back and forth 

touchdown366: prentens im swaying with her in my mind 

scarlett2angel: lowers my lips to the nape of Your neck nibbbles and moves with the beat 

as my fingertips slide in Your hair tugs and grinds my tummy to Yours 

touchdown366: rocket did we bring the score cards? 

RocketManFL: fogot may have to keep score by hand 

touchdown366: sounds like one of our plans 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Gabi nibbles in circles as my fingers grip Her hair and sways my 

hips left and right as my snake like tongue makes wet trails on Her skin 

RocketManFL: any score ya want kelleen, winks 

touchdown366:  what could go wrong 

Gabriela92: dances slowly with Scarlett, turning in small circles to the right 

scarlett2angel: nibbles on Your right ear..puursssss runs the tip of my tongue across Your 

neck under your chin and back up to Your left ear whimpersss and tugs that ear while my 

hips sway with Yours to this tune 

touchdown366: looks at rocket as we try to score the dancing 

RocketManFL: you scored? 

touchdown366: ummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm no trying to figure out the points to 

give them 

RocketManFL: oh ok 

touchdown366: how was your week Kelleen? 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips ..yanks Gabis head back smiles and plants a soft wet kiss 

on the center of Her throath as my tummy grinds with the new beat letting Her feel the 

tip of my tongue draw circles while i move Her around on the dance floor 

Gabriela92: moans as Scarlett's mouth touches my neck, knees slightly buckling as I 

catch my balance on her. 

Kelleen: smiles watching the dance  

touchdown366: pretty hot watching them Kelleen 

Kelleen: yes it is smiles 



scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmmm Gabiiiiiiii wiggles ..holds You closer and nibbles 

down Your throath..looks up and nibbles lower  letting my tongue tease between Your 

breasts while the room chats away 

scarlett2angel: moves around the dance floor rolling my hips with Hers smiles up at You 

nibbles Your throath and lets the music move us around the room 

D r a z: grins watching  scarlett and gabri  

scarlett2angel: tugs on Gabi's hair looks up and kisses up to Her bottom lip bites down 

and purss as we dance back into the light so the men can see us 

D r a z:     sleep  tight  gabri    ...............  good watching  you 

 

 

Gabriela92 
Gabriela92: shimmies my tushy on my stool, and shakes my shoulders to the beat 

nickh30: lucky stool  

RocketManFL: woo hoo scarlett, ty for the great tunes 

scarlett2angel: what a tush  

Gabriela92: stands briefly on the foot ring, and shakes it at Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: wiggles my toes at Rocket 

nickh30: so much wiggling  

D r a z:  smiles watching the tight cheeks    

tiredsotired: Steals a glace at Gabriela. 

scarlett2angel: smiles wooooooooooo now that should be against the law 

RocketManFL: glancing @ Gabri?? 

touchdown366: whole lot of shaking going on 

Gabriela92: reaches back and gives each cheek a squeeze through my cutoffs, before 

sitting back down. 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhh yeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 

tiredsotired: Take a saip of his caesar and chokes a little after seeing gabis ass bounce right back to 

shape. 

touchdown366: hi bob 

scarlett2angel: Gabi's cutoffs look like they where painted on 

touchdown366: looks for paint thinner 

Gabriela92: sssshhhhh, Scarlett... it took the artist hours!!!! 

Gabriela92: hops down an waves my arms slowly overhead, snapping my fingers 

touchdown366: watching gabi dance 

paveduck: hiya gabi! hugs! 

scarlett2angel: heyyy duckkkkk 

touchdown366:  hi duck 

D r a z:   watches  the snaking gabri  

paveduck: oooo i entered during a gabi dance! woohoo! 

Gabriela92: shuffles across the dance floor, swinging my arms 



paveduck: morning draz! 

scarlett2angel: whistles and snaps my fingers along with Gabi's hips 

Gabriela92: turns 90 degrees at one corner, and shuffles backwards to the next corner 

Gabriela92: nods my head slowly to each bell chime.... 

Gabriela92: waves arms overhead and slowly starts to grind my pelvis in a circle 

tiredsotired: Takes a long cool sip of his drink. Looks Gabi up and down as she dances.  

Gabriela92: picking up the pace as the song builds.... 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Gabi as i rock side to side in the recliner 

D r a z: growls as the beat invades gabri   

Gabriela92: bumps my hips left and right, flexing knees alternatingly 

touchdown366: looks on as gabi moves her pelvis 

paveduck: watches those hips bump ... hypnotizing, aren't they? 

Gabriela92: leans slightly forward and sticks my buns out 

tiredsotired: Bites lip 

RocketManFL: didnt knwo a pelvis could move like that, wow 

D r a z: oh hells bells  .....look at them  buns  

Gabriela92: pumps the cheeks rapidly 

nickh30: makes me wish gabriels was giving me a lap dance.. hehe 

Gabriela92: slides my hands flat into my back pockets and uses them to swivel my hips 

around 

RocketManFL: wo hoo gabri 

touchdown366: loveing the moves she is doing  

D r a z: those fingers  are going places   

scarlett2angel: smh at the men as they cant sit still 

RocketManFL: not our fault 

D r a z: its evolution 

tiredsotired: Imagines if gabi hadnt met the artist who painted those jeans on. 

paveduck: says the scarlett who is "rocking side to side in the recliner" 

Gabriela92: pull out the bottom of my tight yellow tank top and plays with the hem, 

pulling it up to show my back and tummy 

scarlett2angel: suddenly likes the color yellow 

touchdown366: nice tummy gabi smiles 

tiredsotired: Looks at the warm tan curves of gabis tummy and hips 

Gabriela92: knots the top just above my navel 

scarlett2angel: winks at Gabi shake it shake it 

touchdown366: suddenly i want an orange 

paveduck: that darn knot keeps it from opening farther! 

Gabriela92: lets my hands play up and down from my hips to my ribs, and across my 

tummy 

scarlett2angel: an orange? lol 

D r a z: stands by the side of  the stage  ,,,,, pumping my bagpipes  ready ...  

Gabriela92: unsnaps the cutoffs 

D r a z:   swings in my kilt watching  gabri swing her hips  as i play out the tune   

scarlett2angel: wooooooooooo covers my eyes 



Gabriela92: lowers the zipper two inches 

Gabriela92: folds down the waist one turn 

tiredsotired: tired thinks to himself....Never thought id see anything like that on a sunday. 

D r a z: smiles watching those fingers  ,,,,,,going     

Gabriela92: hooks the top edge and wiggles the shorts down a couple inches to expose 

the waistband of my emerald green lacy panties 

scarlett2angel: peeks between my fingers 

RocketManFL: mmmm nice 

D r a z:  rocks side to side watching  gabri  ,,,, and   pumps  the bag pipes     as  the 

panties come into    show  

scarlett2angel: omgggggggg 

Gabriela92: slides my hands up and follows the contours of my bra 

touchdown366: looks at the rainbow called gabi 

Gabriela92: then back down again, to take a handful and gently lift and weigh them 

scarlett2angel: ok guys dont look  

touchdown366: looks on 

paveduck: looks anyway 

RocketManFL: LOl yeah right scarlett 

scarlett2angel: loks for the whole room 

Gabriela92: spins over toward the bar and smoothly swipes a bottled water 

scarlett2angel: bites my tongue wowwwwwww 

D r a z: smiles watching as water soprays out  from the bottle   

nickh30: needs something stronger than water perhaps  

RocketManFL: not too hard scarlett, dont want to draw blood 

Gabriela92: swivels and spins back to the dance floor 

scarlett2angel: but i like it hard rocket 

Gabriela92: tilts my head back and shakes my hair free 

RocketManFL: well i understand 

Gabriela92: holds the bottle a few inches above my mouth 

touchdown366: ohhh sweeeeet gabi 

scarlett2angel: sits up in my recliner 

tiredsotired: Watches her hair spill like a waterfall over her shoulders. 

scarlett2angel: whistlessssssss 

D r a z: watches the rest of gabri rocking to the beat ,such a wigggle and jiggle  

Gabriela92: pours it liberally into my open mouth, letting enough of it miss to run down 

my chin and neck and soak the fabric of the thin ribbed yellow tank top. 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh myyyyyyyyyyyy  

touchdown366: loooooooooooooooooks intently at gabi 

scarlett2angel: what yellow all i see now is boobs 

tiredsotired: Look in awe at the water spilling from her mouth and rolling down her chest 

RocketManFL: nice wet look winks 

Gabriela92: moves the bottle to my chin and lets the rest of the water gurgle out and 

cascade down my neck and chest 



tiredsotired: He follows all that water and watches it drip from the frayed hem of her shorts 

Gabriela92: stands with one leg straight, the other flexed, with my knee bouncing to the 

beat, looking defiant. 

Gabriela92: punching the air overhead at each repetition of "thunder" 

Gabriela92: snaps my head forward and back 

D r a z:  watches  the  whole body   thunderstruck  

Gabriela92: struts to the stage steps and bounds up them 

salma4u: stands in the corner  

tiredsotired: turns his stool to face the stage 

scarlett2angel: if i was on my knees when Gabi did that an was sucking on her yellow 

tank top would th at still be a body shot ? 

tiredsotired: What a vision scarlett 

touchdown366: not sure scarlett 

scarlett2angel: ok just checking 

Gabriela92: strides to the brass pole 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmm ass on brass 

RocketManFL: would need to see it to be sure 

Gabriela92: wraps one knee around it, waist high 

Gabriela92: grabs the metal shoulder high 

Gabriela92: leans back and shakes my hair 

D r a z: watchesas    gabri  grabs the pole    and   wraps round it  

lostdad50: hi all 

Gabriela92: releases one leg, and puts the other knee up and around the pole. 

D r a z:               here she  goes ,,,,,,,,sweet candy   

Gabriela92: drops both feet to the floor and turns my back to the pole 

lostdad50: yes just in time for the show!!!!! 

Gabriela92: backs into it and does a couple deep knee bends, rubbing my spine up and 

down the hard metal 

touchdown366: watching gabi do her sexy dance 

flash2300: go gabi go, mmm 

Gabriela92: leans forward, thrusting my tushy out and catching the pole right against the 

rear seam of my cutoffs. 

Gabriela92: grinds my cheeks hard against the pole 

D r a z:   growlllls seeing the pole  against  the hard cheeks  

Gabriela92: bends down and grasps my ankles, widening my feet 

Gabriela92: rocks my tushy up and down on the pole a few inches 

lostdad50: holy cow 

touchdown366: sooooooooooo sexy gabi 

flash2300: oh yes, wish i had the video 

Gabriela92: jumps up and holds the pole in one hand, running a circle to the left 

Gabriela92: turns suddenly, changing hands and running around the other direction. 

scarlett2angel: gets on my knees so i can see Gabi better rocks left and right snaps my 

fingers and whistlesssss for the hot dancer 



Gabriela92: holds the pole in my left hand and lowers my zipper the rest of the way with 

my right. 

scarlett2angel: boyy is it hot in here 

touchdown366: turns on the AC 

paveduck: you said it, scarlett 

flash2300: whats gabi wearing? 

D r a z: not alot now 

paveduck: next to nothing 

flash2300: hope she don't catch cold, lol 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs into the cutoffs and wiggles my hips, pushing the tight 

faded denim down past my hip joints 

Gabriela92: stands with my feet far enough apart to keep the shorts from falling all the 

way down 

lostdad50: what a view 

Gabriela92: claps slowly to the beat, moving my arms from horizontal to straight 

overhead 

touchdown366: think i need ice water 

Gabriela92: turns my back to the audience... 

Gabriela92: bends slightly forward 

paveduck: nice backside 

D r a z:  wonders how long before gravity  takes effect  

Gabriela92: bumps my hips left and right to the beat 

flash2300: hope my pacemaker keeps working 

touchdown366: whatching her work the beat 

lostdad50: i need ice but not for my drink lol 

Gabriela92: slowly lowers the shorts, gradually letting my bare cheeks and the thin thong 

strip between them come into view. 

touchdown366: lol lost 

Gabriela92: wiggles my feet and knees closer together 

D r a z: mmm      such a  sweet pair ofcheeks  

Gabriela92: pumps my hips forward a few times, and the cutoffs fall to my ankles. 

Gabriela92: steps out of them with one foot, and uses the toe of the other foot to fling 

them off the stage into Lost's lap 

Gabriela92: gyrates my hips fast to the beast 

lostdad50: someone dial 911 and keep them on stndby lol 

D r a z:       watches  those  hips    shake  side to side    

Gabriela92: holds the pole with one hand, leaning forward 

touchdown366: might need to make a few 911 calls 

flash2300: oh yes, is there a dr in the house 

Gabriela92: shakes my chest in the tight wet top, stuck to my contours 

D r a z:  hand on the red phone to the coroner ,,,,,, and  the other on the resuscitation 

trolley  

mikeonthebike: silences his heart rate monitor 

lostdad50: oh my 



D r a z: watching   the jiggling breasts and  the  clear out lines  

Gabriela92: scoots closer to the pole and grasps it in both hands 

Gabriela92: jumps my feet forward an inch at a time until they're past the pole on both 

sides 

touchdown366: thats how you hold a pole 

Gabriela92: feels the cold, stiff metal against my neck, and running down my sternum, 

between my boobs, and down the center of my tummy. 

lostdad50: that aint the only thing thats stiff in ths room lol 

Gabriela92: presses the front of my panties into the hard pole 

touchdown366: smh 

Gabriela92: grinds the fabric of the crotch around on it, then slides myself up and down 

on the smooth hardness 

RocketManFL: oh lordy 

Gabriela92: mmmm.... love the smooth hardness! 

lostdad50: holy shit is she kidding me tonight 

touchdown366: makes sure i dont fall off the stool 

Gabriela92: reaches down and crosses my arms, grasping the sides of the tank top...  

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhh here we gooooooooooo 

touchdown366: Draz these stools need to come with seat belts 

flash2300: oh 

Gabriela92: smoothly pulls it up my torso.... 

Gabriela92: up over my shoulders 

D r a z: laffs  

mikeonthebike: clips his helmet back on 

lostdad50: if i fell off my stool id stick into the ground lol 

scarlett2angel: the stools are to small 

Gabriela92: off my head, shaking my hair free of the neck opening 

scarlett2angel: whistlessssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

RocketManFL: whisltes loudly for the sexy dancer 

mikeonthebike: safety first td 

D r a z:    off  it comes ,,,,porn star dancing  

Gabriela92: runs my hands slowly and smoothly up and down the front of my torso, from 

collarbones to panties 

Gabriela92: over the rounded mounds of my breasts 

lostdad50: Gabs is definately on her A game tonight 

Gabriela92: pausing to let my fingertips lightly circle the nipples 

flash2300: A plus game 

Gabriela92: pinching them gently and giving a little twist one way and back 

Gabriela92: then resuming the caresses 

RocketManFL: A++++ 

touchdown366: is there anything higher than an A 

Gabriela92: tosses my hair back 

RocketManFL: see above TD 

flash2300: how about perfection 



Gabriela92: lets my hands follow up and down my arms and up and over my shoulders 

flash2300: a perfect 10 for gabi tonight 

D r a z: shes a dirty dirty dancer ,,,,,, you 'll never be her only  

scarlett2angel: will be lots of giving it up tonight 

Gabriela92: struts down one side of the stage and back up the other, glancing down at 

the customers seated along the edges 

D r a z: winks at gabri  

Gabriela92: drops to hands and knees, crawling cat-like along the edge. 

touchdown366: awesome dance gabi 

lostdad50: meowwwww 

Gabriela92: stopping at each seat, taking a large sip of the drinks of each customer 

scarlett2angel: whistles at the lucky men at the edge of the stage 

touchdown366: lays a 50 down ice water for everyone 

RocketManFL: good idea TD 

D r a z: slides a  cold water  in front of everyone ,.,.,.,.,.,.,. tills the bill  

Gabriela92: crawls back to the center of the stage and rolls onto my back 

D r a z: looks along those hot thighs 

Gabriela92: bridges myself from my strappy 4" white heels to my shoulder blades. 

scarlett2angel: singsssssssss Gabi knows what to do to get itttttt 

Gabriela92: raises my legs and butt and back off the stage, pumping my pelvis at the 

ceiling. 

lostdad50: fantastic!!!!!! 

D r a z: wathes that arched body    pump  

RocketManFL: gotta like pelvis pumping 

Gabriela92: hands holding handfuls of my boobs 

Gabriela92: inch-worms my way across the stage on my back, toward the pole 

nickh30: lucky pole  

Gabriela92: stopping just short of it, I slip my thumbs down inside the waistband of my 

thong 

lostdad50: oh no no way 

Gabriela92: pushes the back of it slowly down over my raised buns 

Gabriela92: then the sides down off my hips 

RocketManFL: great hips 

Gabriela92: finally the crotch slips slowly down and away from my secrets 

lostdad50: ok 911    

Gabriela92: pushes it down past my knees and lets it fall to my ankles 

D r a z: tests  the oxygen  bottle  

RocketManFL: wooo hoooo 

Gabriela92: lifts each foot in turn to step out of the thong 

touchdown366: stands watching 

D r a z: growls to see  the naked gabri  on the stage  

Gabriela92: feels so alive, left with nothing on my body but earrings, my turquoise navel 

pendant, a few rings, my ankle bracelet, and my shoes. 



RocketManFL: perfect Gabri! 

touchdown366: didnt notice the pendant 

Gabriela92: scoots my bottom closer and closer to the pole... 

flash2300: i didn't notice the shoes 

lostdad50: its amazing my fantasies right on screen here lol 

touchdown366: lucky fucking pole 

lostdad50: how can u miss 4" white strappy heels lol 

Gabriela92: lets the hard, cold, unyielding brass nestle its way between my thighs... 

flash2300: easy looking at the good stuff, mmm 

RocketManFL: theres bad stuff?? 

flash2300: not tonight 

Gabriela92: slowly raises my bottom off the stage, my soft, slippery wetness sliding up 

and down against the shiny metal, feeling its rigid touch 

flash2300: OMG!!! 

Gabriela92: mmmmmm..... 

Gabriela92: collapses in a sweaty, exhausted heap at the close of the song. 

Alert: An admin left the room: scarlett2angel 

lostdad50: whatever Gabs is drinking im buying all night 

touchdown366: standing ovation claps wildly 

RocketManFL: claps wildly for the dancer, woo hoooo 

Gabriela92: eases myself away from the pole and strides to the stage curtain, 

disappearing from view to shower and dress. 

flash2300: woo hoo, 

D r a z: woo hoo  ,,,,,,,,,,, stands and applauds ,,,,,,,,, great dance gabri  

flash2300: hope my heart rate returns to normal 

Gabriela92: pokes my head back out, holding the curtain edge in front of me in feigned 

modesty... thank you, thank you. 

touchdown366: awesome dance gabri 

 

Kelli- 

kelli-: my outfit  

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Burgundy-Beauty-Teddy.php 

kelli-: hops up on the bar  

eric2525: wow  

johnp64: nice outfit 

kelli-: slow slinky moves  

kelli-: works my hips to the rhythm  

eric2525: watches closely smiling  

kelli-: looks down at my boys 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: works my ass to the beat  

eric2525: watches her beautiful curves  



kelli-: looks over my shoulder and winks 

kelli-: hands move slowly up over my head  

johnp64: smiling back 

kelli-: body moving in waves to the beat  

Devon26: sits back down at the bar watching kelli shimmy 

eric2525: winks back at kelli, gazing up and down her sexy body  

kelli-: left swirls .. right swirls  

kelli-: cheeks hanging just out of the teddy 

kelli-: winks at devon as he gets back  

eric2525: eyes staring at times, sorry kelli  

Devon26: grins at kelli as her sexy form moves in rhythm with the music 

kelli-: sorry .. wasn't what I wanted  

eric2525: you are an amazing dancer kelli  

eric2525: it was a nice strip song kelli lol  

puckhound3000: i could  watch kelli dance for as long as she feelslikeit 

kelli-: strutts down the bar  

kelli-: stops infront of Devon  

kelli-: toes the edge of the bar  

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Burgundy-Beauty-Teddy.php 

kelli-: you missed my outfit Dev 

kelli-: hips thrusting left left right right to the beat  

Devon26: i see it now 

eric2525: looks up kelli's legs peeking at the slightly open material  

kelli-: stands .. at the edge .. feet apart  

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: at the waist  

Devon26: watching intently as your your body sways in ubison to the beat 

kelli-: shimmys my shoulders 

kelli-: wiggle wiggle wiggle 

eric2525: damn kelli, u make it hot in here  

johnp64: love to watch you wiggle 

kelli-: don't matter if your black or white 

kelli-: grins 

Devon26: my head bopping seeing every shimmy and wiggle 

eric2525: grins  

kelli-: turns ..  

kelli-: hands move high  

kelli-: hips thrust left left right right 

eric2525: leans back eyes locked on her sensual moving body  

johnp64: your butt is mine, nice opening 

kelli-: leans forward .. legs straight .. wiggle wiggle  

kelli-: bouncing my ass to the beat  

johnp64: your bad 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles  



eric2525: damn, that is a round curved beautify  

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: hands move up my inner thighs  

kelli-: over my hips 

kelli-: cup my chest  

kelli-: I'm bad I'm bad  

eric2525: adjust my seating  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: working my body  

Devon26: grins watching your back arch and ass rise and wiggle 

kelli-: thrusting  

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: hips circle  

kelli-: working it hard  

kelli-: stops 

eric2525: enjoys the changing outline of her beautiful body  

eric2525: applauds  

kelli-: does the moon walk down the bar  

kelli-: stops infront of puckie 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: faces him  

puckhound3000: yum 

eric2525: wow  

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: hips moving left right left right 

puckhound3000: this is a view of heaven 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: picks up my legs high as I do a wild dance 

kelli-: slowly turning 

kelli-: works to profile 

kelli-: bends knees  

puckhound3000: adjusts in my chair 

kelli-: slinky S moves  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: licks my lips  

eric2525: closes my mouth, sorry  

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: wild dance 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: moving around .. moon walk  

eric2525: beats the rhytmn on my thigh  

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: back to you 



kelli-: bouncing my ass cheeks  

kelli-: strutts to the beat  

eric2525: smiles admiring the beautiful display  

puckhound3000: love that tight, little ass 

kelli-: flexing  

Devon26: snaps my fingers  to beat dark eyes watching kelli's petite body move so 

perfectly 

kelli-: last tune  

eric2525: and it is a great tune  

kelli-: walks in a  strutt  

kelli-: left 

kelli-: right 

eric2525: watches closely not to miss a single second  

kelli-: left 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: stops in the middle of my boys 

Devon26: eyes darting following your every move 

kelli-: leans back and forth  

kelli-: shoulders sway to the beat  

kelli-: flips my hair back over my shoulders 

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: hands on my hips 

kelli-: move down slowly  

kelli-: hips sway  

eric2525: remembers to breath  

kelli-: hands reach my upper thighs 

kelli-: gathers the material in the middle  

Devon26: gazing intently as your dark hair flows freely just  as your movements 

captivate the room 

kelli-: pulls it straight up 

kelli-: hips thrust straight forward and back  

kelli-: falls to my knees 

eric2525: watches closely  

kelli-: slowly leaning back  

eric2525: enjoying the hint of her mount  

kelli-: farther  

kelli-: leans way back  

kelli-: head touching the bar behind me 

kelli-: thrusting straight up 

kelli-: to the beat  

kelli-: hip thrust  

kelli-: 1 

kelli-: 2 

kelli-: 3 



kelli-: 4 

Devon26: your breasts rising and falling with each breath you take 

kelli-: collapse  

eric2525: sighs  

eric2525: stands up and applauds  

puckhound3000: whistles and applauds 

eric2525: wow kelli  

eric2525: amazing dance!  

kelli-: thank you .. pulls up to my knees 

eric2525: thank you, well done  

johnp64: very nice kelli 

kelli-: thanks guys 

Devon26: wonderful...clapping....great dance kelli  

 

 

kelli-: snaps fingers to the beat  

b ettena: spins Kelli around as I pass her by 

kelli-: grabs the arms of my chair .. LOL 

Master_joe: weee 

b ettena: Sorry, didnt mean to do it that hard 

archangel_77: lol 

kelli-: uh huh giggles 

kelli-: let me check my closet .. see what I have to put on to dance  

Gabriela92: use the stage, and it won't matter, Kelli. 

kelli-: hmmmmm... I might work my way down to the stage  

kelli-: brb .. need to change 

bloodraynes lil lilac: ~this song makes me want to put a skirt on and do the hip hop~ 

kelli-: I can dance to most anything .. and we can add, shuffle and subtract tunes if 

needed  

touchdown366: ok 

kelli-: it's a bit hard to dance, dj and @ at the same time 

kelli-: throw like 7 or 8 together and play them .. I'll let you know  

Al_dente_: you just dance Kelli.. we can take care of idiots 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

kelli-: pounds my left heel to the beat  

kelli-: spins 

Al_dente_: smiles as Kelli gets into her dance 

kelli-: hair flys  

kelli-: left left right right 

Cars_75: ohhh... now that's gonna wake me up! 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: head one direction .. ass the other 

kelli-: straight legs .. ass working the beat 



kelli-: leans forward 

Al_dente_: watches the ass swinging left to right 

kelli-: http://www.overstock.com/Clothing-Shoes/American-Apparel-Womens-

Interlock-Running-

Shorts/7516791/product.html?CID=234727&utm_medium=display&utm_source=polyv

ore&utm_campaign=display&TRACK=IBVPV&PolyCat=activewear%20shorts 

kelli-: lets you know what I have on  

Cars_75: oh my... I think it works already 

kelli-: works the steady beat  

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: tosses my hair over my shoulder  

Al_dente_: admires the clinging outfit 

kelli-: leans back  

Cars_75: very nice outfit.... love those hotpants 

Cars_75: or running shorts 

kelli-: hips thrust straight up to the guitar 

kelli-: thrusting pounds the beat  

kelli-: tight shorts cling 

kelli-: rolls to my tummie .. pushes up to my feet  

kelli-: wild circles  

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: hands move up my body slowly 

Cars_75: oh my...   I think I popped morning wood 

Al_dente_: watches as the tight shorts cling and work their way into kellis body 

kelli-: high over my head 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: pound the beat on the bar  

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

kelli-: little body moving all directions at the same time 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: works to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: stands .. legs apart and straight 

kelli-: left heel pounding the beat  

Cars_75:  very nice kelli.... eyes on her as I'm humming "sweeeet child of mine" 

kelli-: hand move high over my head 

Al_dente_: takes a sip of water as kelli moves on the bar 

kelli-: hips move in sync to the rhythm  

AzzA2012: lol was perving at your profile kelli  

Al_dente_: we know....... 

kelli-: smiles at azza ..  

kelli-: shakes my finger at him  

kelli-: slowly turns to profile 

kelli-: slinky S moves .. knees bent  



kelli-: straightens up  

kelli-: air guitar 

Cars_75: mmhm, gotta love a flexible young lady 

kelli-: raise one leg .. leaning back  

Al_dente_: no azza... just join in watching kelli dance now you know what she looks 

like...... 

kelli-: move infront of azza  

kelli-: hands on hips 

touchdown366: real age alligator  

kelli-: hips thrusting  

kelli-: works them in circles 

kelli-: stops  

kelli-: stares at azza  

AzzA2012: awkard time to have a banana in my pocket  

kelli-: laffs .. turns .. does a little skip step  

kelli-: down the bar  

kelli-: to the stange 

Al_dente_: they show up at the most inconvenient times 

kelli-: jumps up on the pole and spins 

kelli-: twisting my legs up over my head and around the pole 

Al_dente_: notices the flexing muscles as kellis legs grip the pole 

kelli-: lets go with my hand and spins 

kelli-: hair flys  

AzzA2012: *eats banana whilst watching*  

Cars_75: smiles and enjoys to see her spinning hands free around that pole 

kelli-: arms wrap the pole  

kelli-: flips upside down  

kelli-: hands .. hugging the pole  

kelli-: hips hump the cold shiney metal  

kelli-: grinds against the pole 

Cars_75: oh my.. holds my breath and watches.... 

kelli-: tight clothes stretching to accommodate my moves  

Al_dente_: hmm we noticed 

kelli-: legs let go  

kelli-: spins holding with my arms 

AzzA2012: *wonders how an even bigger banana ends up in pocket*  

kelli-: lands on my feet  

kelli-: hands around the pole 

kelli-: hides behind it 

kelli-: one leg wrapping the pole 

kelli-: leans waaayyy back  

kelli-: does a hand stand .. ass against the pole 

kelli-: legs wrap the pole  

kelli-: grinds my ass on the pole to the beat  



kelli-: hips working 

Cars_75: adjusts my pants and shifts in a comfier position as I keep watching kelli... such 

a hot lil thing 

kelli-: flips to my feet  

kelli-: backs up to the pole 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: hips sway  

kelli-: hips sway harder to the new beat  

kelli-: hands cross my tummie 

Cars_75: mmhm, can only imagine what those hips are capable of 

kelli-: tug the bottom of my top our of my shorts 

kelli-: out 

Al_dente_: smiles as skin comes into view 

kelli-: ties the top up under my boobs 

AzzA2012: brb need more bananas  

kelli-: does some slinky S moves  

kelli-: slowly turning 

kelli-: working the tune hard  

kelli-: hands hold the pole 

kelli-: leans into it 

kelli-: shaking my ass to the rhythm  

kelli-: hugs the pole 

kelli-: hips thrust into it 

kelli-: grinds 

kelli-: swivels  

kelli-: grinds harder  

Cars_75: smiles and sips my coffee... eyes never leaving kellis body as I enjoy her feline 

moves 

kelli-: leans back .. one hand holds the pole 

kelli-: head hanging .. humping 

kelli-: moves around the stage  

kelli-: hips swaying hard  

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: peeks over my shoulder 

kelli-: licks my lips 

Al_dente_: winks 

kelli-: arms cross infront of me 

kelli-: pulls off the top in one swooping tug 

Al_dente_: woo hoo 

Cars_75: damn...!    

kelli-: swings the top around and around as my hips swivel to the tune 

Cars_75: checks if my pants didn't just burst open before I resune watching kelli 

Al_dente_: eyes the gorgeous small breasts 



kelli-: toss the top  

kelli-: stands facing you 

kelli-: hands move high  

kelli-: rocking to the tune 

kelli-: slinky moves  

touchdown366: my bad 

Al_dente_: cathes the top.... fold 

ds it neatly 

kelli-: hands explore my skin 

Al_dente_: catches and folds 

Al_dente_: imagines they are my hands 

kelli-: catching the slower beat  

kelli-: hands slowly move up my body 

kelli-: cupping my little B's  

Al_dente_: hmmmmm 

kelli-: catching the hard long nips between my fingers 

Cars_75: bites my bottom lip.. holy hell...! 

kelli-: eyes close as my head moves back  

kelli-: hips thrust  

kelli-: peeks at the boys 

kelli-: smiles as my hands slowly move down to my hips 

kelli-: fingers slip under the waist band 

kelli-: rolling it once 

kelli-: then again  

kelli-: works my hips  

kelli-: swaying 

kelli-: slowly turning 

archangel_77: hello again...! 

kelli-: working my ass  

Cars_75: stares at kelli, trying not to drool ....too much 

Al_dente_: hi archangel... kelli is dancing..... 

kelli-: winks over my shoulder  

Al_dente_: take a seat 

archangel_77: sure thing dente... 

kelli-: turns toward you  

kelli-: hands high .. sways 

Al_dente_: gulps a little as the shorts are rolled down... 

kelli-: slowly strutts  

kelli-: to the edge of the stage 

kelli-: shimmies my shoulders.. leaning forward  

kelli-: then back  

kelli-: forward  

kelli-: back  

kelli-: swivels my hips 



kelli-: slowly turns my back  

Al_dente_: wathes the breasts as kelli leans forward 

kelli-: hand move down to my hips 

Al_dente_: Hi guns 

kelli-: slowly turns down the waist band one more time 

kelli-: leans forward  

Cars_75: oh my....  

Al_dente_: sips water for my drying mouth...... 

kelli-: legs straight an apart  

Cars_75: watches intently... trying not to miss a thing 

kelli-: working my ass to the beat  

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: slowly turning toward you  

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: back more  

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat  

kelli-: straight up 

kelli-: head touching the bar behind me 

kelli-: thrusting 

kelli-: harder  

kelli-: body moving 

kelli-: collapse  

Al_dente_: wwooo hooo 

Al_dente_: stands and applauds 

kelli-: pops up .. thank you TD .. great job 

Al_dente_: well done Kelli! 

archangel_77: that was the most erotic dance i have witness  

Cars_75: wow....... stands up, not even trying to hide that bulge in my pants as I 

applaud... 

Al_dente_: hands you you top... 

Al_dente_: and a LAB robe.... 

Cars_75: thank you kelli....! 

kelli-: pulls the top on  

 

 

kelli-: head bopping to the sonog 

kelli-: left center right center  

kelli-: leans back in my chair .. one leg up .. air guitar 

Master_joe: mmm 

touchdown366: dont tip over 

kelli-: spins my chair as I move 



Al_dente_: Nice leg....... 

kelli-: damn uniform  

greygriffin20: hehe 

kelli-: two steps around the floor 

kelli-: I sooo need to change  

Al_dente_: you can always take it off on the bar 

caramel cupkake: pauses to check the tune 

kelli-: I would rather change into something nice 

Al_dente_: smiles.... 

kelli-: brb .. grabs my back pack and two steps into the ladies lounge  

kelli-: oooo nice .. echoes from the lounge  

kelli-: didn't know this was in my back pack  

Al_dente_: there are a lot of things in there 

kelli-: comes out dancing .. back pack in hand, my LAB robe moving with me to the beat  

kelli-: stuffs it under the bar  

Master_joe: you know what we would like best 

kelli-: what's that Joe? 

kelli-: giggles .. thinking .. hmmmm 

kelli-: sits on Joes lap waiting for the answer  

Master_joe: mmm birthday suit 

kelli-: wiggles to the beat  

Master_joe: hands around you 

kelli-: shimmies 

Master_joe: oo wiggle wiggle wiggle 

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: looks up with a smile.. ass grinding the beat on Joes lap 

caramel cupkake: slides and glides to the tune 

Master_joe: yess  

Master_joe: long way to the top 

kelli-: smiles .. jumps up and spins flaring the robe  

kelli-: moves to the beat  

caramel cupkake: holds the barstool and snaps off the hips hard each way 

Al_dente_: looking a little flustered there Joe...... lol 

Master_joe: very yflustered 

kelli-: moves down the bar to Al  

Al_dente_: gulps as kelli gets close 

Master_joe: ya ya 

kelli-: eyes on Als.. dancing infront of him  

kelli-: hips sway in the robe  

kelli-: hands move high  

Al_dente_: watches the eyes.. but body is in periferal vision 

Master_joe: mmm will try to go to sleep now  night all 

kelli-: wow  

Al_dente_: gone to take care of business 



greygriffin20: these things do happen 

kelli-: continues to dance  

Al_dente_: my knees bobbing to the beat 

kelli-: spins.. moving to the beat  

Al_dente_: eyes scan kelli as she turns 

kelli-: working my body  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: swishing the robe back and forth  

Al_dente_: watching the robe sway.... 

touchdown366: watches her moves 

kelli-: working the rhythm  

kelli-: winks at Al  

kelli-: spins as the new song starts  

Al_dente_: winks and smiles 

kelli-: flares the robe to mid thigh  

kelli-: dancing down to gg  

kelli-: hands high over my head 

kelli-: slowly turning  

greygriffin20: *raises eyebrow with a smile, watching as you move* 

kelli-: hips moving hard in circles  

kelli-: shimmies my ass  

kelli-: back up to GG  

kelli-: winks over my shoulder  

kelli-: leans back .. hair moving in GGs face  

Al_dente_: wathes gg's expression as Kelli teases him 

kelli-: sits on his lap 

kelli-: grinds to the beat  

kelli-: thrusting my ass back against him  

greygriffin20: *bites bottom lip as a enjoy the tease/dance* 

kelli-: working it hard  

kelli-: giggles  

kelli-: slips down the floor to vazz 

Al_dente_: heh... bet that's having an effect 

kelli-: spins.. flares the robe high on my thighs 

kelli-: shakin my ass hard to the steady beat  

kelli-: watch out boy  

kelli-: she'll chew you up 

kelli-: snaps my teeth at vazz 

kelli-: leans into his face .. inches from his nose  

kelli-: is he breathing? 

Al_dente_: has he passed out? 

greygriffin20: may be out is unsure 

kelli-: knees on his chair .. straddling his thighs 

kelli-: legs lifting me straight up  



kelli-: shimmies  

kelli-: arms high  

kelli-: lets the robe open .. just a little 

Al_dente_: lol think he must be dead...... 

kelli-: reaches down and plays with his hair  

kelli-: climbs down  

kelli-: pfft .. he's dead  

kelli-: moves between Al and GG 

kelli-: spins ..  

Al_dente_: notes the open robe spinning 

Al_dente_: giving a good view inside 

kelli-: lifting legs high as I dance an exotic dance  

kelli-: unties the robe .. holds it together  

kelli-: lets the shoulders drop 

Al_dente_: raises an eyebrow.... 

greygriffin20: *watches with interest* 

kelli-: works my body to the song 

kelli-: turns my back  

kelli-: lets the robe drop lower  

kelli-: working it hard  

kelli-: spins .. sees Devon and smiles 

Al_dente_: hmmm watches as the robe drops lower 

Devon26: hi everyonel 

Al_dente_: Hi Devon.. take a seat.. Kelli is dancing 

Devon26: smiles..hi kelli 

kelli-: pulls off the robe and tosses it onto the bar as I dance hard  

Al_dente_: smiles as the robe goes flying 

Devon26: nods to AL and takes a eat to watch kelli 

kelli-: http://www.bodykandi.com/dancewear-bandeau-booty-short-em2186blk.html 

kelli-: incase you needed to know  

kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

kelli-: wild dance  

Al_dente_: hmmmmm nice Kelli 

kelli-: body parts moving that most people can't move  

kelli-: spins.. hair flying 

kelli-: works it hard  

Devon26: grinning..she kelli's body sawy to the beat of the music 

kelli-: dances to the edge of the bar  

kelli-: leans forward and back  

kelli-: forward and back  

kelli-: shakes my finger at Devon ...  

kelli-: don't matter if your black or white  

kelli-: sways  

kelli-: shoulders shimmie 



kelli-: fakes the whip 

Al_dente_: watches the outfit stretch as kelli shimmies and turns 

Devon26: my dark eyes watching kelli's finger move from side to side 

kelli-: works it 

kelli-: shows off the outfit  

kelli-: works my body hard  

kelli-: spins.. works my ass 

Al_dente_: smiles.... we have seen the outfit... noted the bow in the back 

kelli-: leans forward  

Devon26: imagines hearing the lash of the whip as her body moves rapidly 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles  

kelli-: assumes that Devon has sound 

kelli-: works my way down the bar  

Al_dente_: as long as he has an imagination..... 

Devon26: grins watching kelli's petti ass  

kelli-: leans over .. checking on vazziys dead body 

kelli-: shruggs  

kelli-: works back up  

Devon26: he must be comatose not to be watching this intently 

kelli-: heel pounds the bar  

kelli-: vazziy was bounced from the room by: kelli-.  

kelli-: takes care of that 

Al_dente_: lol 

kelli-: spins...  

kelli-: does a wild little shimmie shake  

Al_dente_: it was a nice lean tho 

Devon26: shuts the door behind him and goes back to watching kelli 

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar .. watching you watch me .. back and forth  

kelli-: hands move down my mostly nude body 

Al_dente_: follows the hands 

Al_dente_: imagining 

kelli-: sways  

kelli-: this outfit doesn't cover all that much  

Devon26: my eyes trailing up kelli's body as she sways 

Al_dente_: we;ve noticed.... 

kelli-: grabs my croth,.. rocks up on my toes  

Al_dente_: and it clings to what it does cover 

kelli-: thrusts  

kelli-: moon walks down the bar 

kelli-: crazy little dance  

kelli-: slowly turning 

kelli-: hips round and round 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: bouncing ass cheeks  



Devon26: snaps my fingers my eyes still lock on kelli's every move 

Al_dente_: loves the slow sexy turn 

cptfire35: looks like i came at the right time 

kelli-: you're late but that's ok 

kelli-: should I show him what I'm wearing ? 

cptfire35: still wearin clothes? 

Devon26: watching every move  of the contours of kelli's beautifully ass 

Al_dente_: show him kelli 

kelli-: back to you .. shakin it for you 

Devon26: chuckles..hey capt 

cptfire35: better curves than le mans 

kelli-: leaning forward .. hips and ass bouncing 

kelli-: http://www.bodykandi.com/dancewear-bandeau-booty-short-em2186blk.html 

kelli-: working my body hard  

cptfire35: ty kel 

kelli-: prancing to the hard beat  

kelli-: hips rolling  

kelli-: sways and bucks to the beat  

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: moves to the edge  

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: shimmie shakin for you 

Devon26: licks my lips as i watch 

kelli-: dancing to the stage  

kelli-: grabs the pole and swings 

kelli-: flips my legs over my head  

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: arms let go  

Al_dente_: watches Kelli swing around the pole... 

kelli-: hangs from the pole  

Devon26: watching kelli's hands wrap around the pole as her bod rotates around it 

kelli-: works my body to the beat .. upside down  

kelli-: arms wrap the pole 

kelli-: spins around .. legs flying 

kelli-: pulls myself tight  

Al_dente_: admires the legs as they swing 

kelli-: legs wrap the pole .. hugging it 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat against the pole 

kelli-: slips down to my feet  

kelli-: hides behind the pole  

kelli-: peeks out 

Devon26: watching her sexsy toned thighs draw against the pole 

kelli-: hands move high on the pole 



Al_dente_: pfft... that pole is thinner than you! 

kelli-: smiles at al as I thrust againt the pole to the beat  

Al_dente_: watches the pole caress your body 

kelli-: moves out .. dancing across the stage  

kelli-: back to the bar  

kelli-: infront of my guys 

kelli-: fingers hook the waist band  

Al_dente_: smiles up at you 

kelli-: pressing it down  

kelli-: works my body  

Al_dente_: watches as the hips wiggle 

kelli-: falls to my knees  

kelli-: stretching out high  

kelli-: leans back  

Devon26: grinning broadly gazing at kelli's sexy form as her hips rock from side to side 

kelli-: farther  

kelli-: thrusting  

kelli-: head touching the bar behind me 

kelli-: hips thrusting straight up 

kelli-: collapse  

Al_dente_: yay.... nice Kelli 

Devon26: appplauds 

Al_dente_: stands and applauds... 

Al_dente_: quickly sits again 

kelli-: thanks guys 

Al_dente_: well done! 

 

 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

kelli-: taps my toe 

kelli-: gestures with my hands 

kelli-: sweeping motion  

Devon26: dark eyes looking up at kelli as she taps her foot 

kelli-: as if I was singing the song  

kelli-: shakes my finger  

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: dance to the beat 

puckhound3000:    

kelli-: swaying little moves  

kelli-: hips swivel as I slowly turn  

Devon26: tapping the heel of my palm on the bar as i watch kelli's hips sway 

kelli-: I put this on just for you guys 



kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Snap-Up-Top-and-Booty-Short-Set.php 

puckhound3000: not being anti social by sitting several seats away from devon 

kelli-: blows kisses  

kelli-: your kis your kiss 

kelli-: smiles.. shaking my finger as I turn  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: air guitar  

Devon26: grins and licks my lips watching kelli's sexy form as she leans back 

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar  

kelli-: leaning forward  

kelli-: then back  

kelli-: forward  

kelli-: back  

kelli-: hands moving up my body 

kelli-: hips thrusting .. left right left right 

puckhound3000: just admiring this view 

kelli-: hands move high over my head 

kelli-: hips thrusting  

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: sexy little S moves  

Devon26: grins seeing how her bottoms hug her thighs 

kelli-: check that pic again .. there is a "rear view" on the left  

kelli-: on the right of that one 

kelli-: workin my ass to the rhythm  

kelli-: standing .. back to you  

kelli-: feet apart  

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles to the beat  

Devon26: watching kelli's ass flex as her body moves in unison to the beat of the song 

kelli-: working it 

kelli-: sways .. side to side 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder 

kelli-: winks 

Devon26: winks back 

kelli-: moves down the bar  

puckhound3000: is it wrong to be thinking of how those moves are so related to the 

bedroom? 

Devon26: watching her lithe fingers against her firm ass 

kelli-: does a fucky little step back up the bar  

puckhound3000: fucky, i like that 

kelli-: flips my hair back  

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: licks my lips 



kelli-: hands travel slowly over my skin  

kelli-: over my hips 

Devon26: her dark hair swinging as the music moves through her body 

kelli-: down my thighs 

kelli-: leans back as my hands reverse direction  

Devon26: my eyes tracking ever finger as it runs against her smooth skin 

kelli-: brush the leg bands  

kelli-: head back  

kelli-: hips thrust 

kelli-: stays on my knees as the new song starts  

kelli-: right hand moves up the center line of my skin tight bottoms 

puckhound3000: sits back in my chair, happy to just let my mind run 

kelli-: center finger indents the slight camel toe deeper  

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat  

kelli-: fingers continue up to the waist band 

Devon26: the beat of the new song slower..kelli's supple fingers tracing over her black 

bottoms as my teeth sink into my bottom lip as my eyes are locked in a trance 

kelli-: lightly trace the band out to the snaps 

kelli-: .. watching the boys eyes watch my fingers  

kelli-: hips sway and thrust to the beat  

Devon26: trying not to blink not wanting to miss a single moment 

kelli-: fingers pop one snap on each hip 

kelli-: lets the flap fold down  

kelli-: finger tips lightly slip across the newly exposed skin  

Devon26: dark eyes widen watching intently as i see the smooth skin 

kelli-: leaning back slightly  

kelli-: hips slowly rock to the slower MJ  

kelli-: hands move up my body  

kelli-: over my head .. leaning back more  

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat  

kelli-: facing up  

puckhound3000: images are so vivid  

Devon26: watching her back arch as she leans further back 

kelli-: drops to the bar 

kelli-: rolls and pops up  

kelli-: slowly turns .. hips swivel .. body moves to the hot rhythm  

kelli-: stops at profile 

kelli-: knees bend 

kelli-: slinky S moves  

kelli-: eyes close  

kelli-: works the music  

kelli-: straightens up  

Devon26: tilts my head getting the best view of kelli's firm, taut ass 

kelli-: slowly turns my back  



puckhound3000: i do love her ass 

kelli-: leans forward .. thighs tight and apart  

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles  

kelli-: working my hips 

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: bending way down  

Devon26: as her back arches her ass ries giving even a better view 

kelli-: as the music slows even more .. my hands move down my thighs 

kelli-: slowly wrap to the insides just above my knees 

kelli-: and slowly rise  

kelli-: higher  

Devon26: gazing down seeing kelli's hands caressing her thighs 

kelli-: higher 

kelli-: right hand moves between my legs  

kelli-: slowly tracing the crease  

kelli-: back arching more 

kelli-: slowly straightens up  

kelli-: moves in a circle 

kelli-: turns to face  

Devon26: mmm still loving how your outfit hugs your skin 

kelli-: hands continue up my body  

puckhound3000:    

kelli-: unsnapping the top to snaps on the top  

kelli-: leaning forward .. back arching  

kelli-: watching you watch me 

Devon26: my eyes gazing up as i hear the snap 

kelli-: slow steady shimmie to the tune 

kelli-: straightens up  

kelli-: hips thrusting left right left right  

kelli-: breaks into a little dance  

Devon26: my eyes swinging like a pendalum in clock tracking your thrusting hips 

kelli-: moves to the beat  

kelli-: left lifting high to the beat  

kelli-: working my body to the beat  

puckhound3000: adjusts in my chair 

kelli-: works to the edge of the bar  

kelli-: leans in  

kelli-: shakes and shimmies 

kelli-: licks my lips 

Devon26: smiling at kelli as sheleans in 

kelli-: she's a man eater .. mmmmmmmm 

kelli-: wiggles and jiggles  

Devon26: grins and taps my fingers to the beat 



kelli-: grins  

kelli-: leans, arches  

kelli-: works it 

kelli-: strutts  

kelli-: left  

kelli-: right 

kelli-: left 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: works my hips to the beat  

kelli-: snap left  

kelli-: right 

kelli-: left 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: hands explode high over my head  

kelli-: hips thrust with legs apart 

Devon26: watching keellis movements from left to right so n-sync with the beat 

kelli-: working that beat  

kelli-: hands slowly move down my body  

kelli-: down to my hips 

kelli-: pops two more snaps  

kelli-: just two left holding on for dear life  

Devon26: ooh mmmm..watching her hips thruusting..her ass flexing..her body working in 

harmony with the rhythm of the song 

kelli-: leans back .. air guitar  

kelli-: on leg high  

puckhound3000: getting more interesting by the second 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: working the rhythm  

kelli-: leaning back  

Devon26: holding onto the chair tight as i watch and listen for another snap 

kelli-: hips thrusting left and right 

kelli-: leaning back more 

kelli-: camel toe in your face 

kelli-: head touching the bar behind me 

kelli-: thrusting stright up  

kelli-: collapse  

Devon26: mmm eyes locked on her camel toe 

kelli-: pops up .. moves to the edge and askes you two for a lift down .. extending a hand 

to each of you 

puckhound3000: lends a hand 

Devon26: taking your left hand into mine helping you down with the aid of puck 

kelli-: lets you two lift me down  

kelli-: thanks guys 

kelli-: hope you enjoyed  



puckhound3000: more than you know 

Devon26: you're very welcome kelli..i certainly did 

 

kelli-: this music has my motor running 

kelli-: crawls up on the bar in my loose fiting tank top and skin tight yoga shortie shorts 

and gives Draz a looonnnng wet.... Kissssss 

touchdown366: sits quitely and takes in the mental picture 

kelli-: strutts down the bar to the beat  

kelli-: toes on the edge of the bar between the boys 

kelli-: stands tapping my toe to the rhythm  

kelli-: does a little slinky dance for the boys 

kelli-: knees bent.. back straight .. hands high  

touchdown366: watches kelli 

kelli-: workin the beat  

RocketManFL:   its slinky, slinky, the toy for boys and girls    

kelli-: works my hips in circles 

touchdown366: sweet little move kelli 

kelli-: the toy only works going down stairs .. I go both ways  

kelli-: literally 

RocketManFL: ummmmmm lol 

kelli-: shakes my ass at rocket  

kelli-: bends at the waist  

RocketManFL: wtahces shakin 

touchdown366: watches to see if he shakes his ass at kelli 

kelli-: flexes my ass muscles to the beat 

kelli-: straightens up  

RocketManFL: no human shoudl be made to suffer that torture TD 

kelli-: feet slightly apart  

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: tank top leave a gap  

kelli-: hips thrust to the music 

D r a z: those pert   cheeks   dance  right and left  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: shimmies  

RocketManFL: wc gibb just in tme for ms kelli's dance 

touchdown366: loving the gap exposed as she thrust 

kelli-: winks at Draz  

trisha_29: brb 

kelli-: does slinky S moves  

RocketManFL: mind the gap 

touchdown366: hb trisha 

kelli-: gap the mind 

kelli-: hands move to my waist  



kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar  

kelli-: leans forward  

RocketManFL: woohoo kelli 

touchdown366: looks as she leans forward smiling 

kelli-: loose fitting tank top sagging down as I shimmie to the solo  

RocketManFL: hands TD napkins for the drool 

kelli-: works it hard  

kelli-: taps my left heel on the bar  

touchdown366: catches the towel 

kelli-: looking down at the boys 

RocketManFL: looking up at kell  

kelli-: does my impression of a belly dance  

RocketManFL: nice impression 

kelli-: ties up the tank just under my boobs 

kelli-: hips revolve  

kelli-: slowly turning 

touchdown366: whates as the hips sway to the beat 

RocketManFL: thar he goooes 

kelli-: kneels on the bar  

touchdown366: looks up at kelli 

kelli-: crawls infront of the boys 

RocketManFL: so cat like 

kelli-: down on my tummie 

kelli-: snake like moves  

kelli-: squirms  

RocketManFL: wow great fingering 

kelli-: kicks up and lands on my feet  

kelli-: that's what she said rocket 

kelli-: smiles 

touchdown366: lol 

kelli-: spins  

RocketManFL: uh huh 

kelli-: goes crazy .. wild dance 

kelli-: hair flying 

touchdown366: eyes follow the spin 

kelli-: edge of the bar  

kelli-: tugs the knot in my tank and releases .. letting it drop  

D r a z: watches  the hair  as it flies everywhere  

RocketManFL: claps wildly woohoo kelli 

touchdown366: claps 

kelli-: perks to the tune 

kelli-: thanx guys 

kelli-: smiles  

RocketManFL: TUNE!! 



touchdown366: thankyou kelli smiles 

kelli-: moves to pick up the hat  

RocketManFL: wowza ty kelli woohooooooo 

kelli-: bends  

kelli-: stiff legged bend  

kelli-: sways my ass as I pick up the hat 

kelli-: winks at the boys 

kelli-: straightens up  

RocketManFL: winks back woo hoo 

kelli-: puts on the hat 

D r a z: smiles up at kelli  

kelli-: does a crazy lil MJ dance  

D r a z:    leans back  to the wall  

kelli-: parts moving every direction as I move infront of Draz  

touchdown366: love this tune 

D r a z: looks up   

kelli-: whirls and dances  

kelli-: moving everything  

kelli-: moon walks up the bar  

D r a z:   watches  the pert figure   swinging round  

kelli-: smiles  

RocketManFL: wowza amaxzing 

kelli-: takes off the hat  

kelli-: twirls it  

kelli-: spins it to Draz  

D r a z:     slips it back on its peg 

touchdown366: pssst rocket i didnt even see the hat 

kelli-: tips the missing hat to Draz as a thank you 

kelli-: smiles 

RocketManFL: you were gazing too low buddy, i saw you 

kelli-: giggles at the boys as I skip toward the stage  

kelli-: jumps up on the pole and spins 

touchdown366: probaly right rocket 

kelli-: legs wrap the pole 

kelli-: one hand and spins 

RocketManFL: jealous of the pole 

touchdown366: watching her spin the pool so sexy 

RocketManFL: whoooose bad? 

kelli-: pushing my legs over my head .. wrapping the pole 

D r a z: changes nationality  to Polish  

kelli-: hangs upside down  

kelli-: lets the loose fitting tank top fall to the floor  

touchdown366: moves my eyes up and down on her 

kelli-: dancing upside down  



D r a z: woo hoo  the pert breasts   on show 

kelli-: arms wrap the pole ... legs release .. spinnnnnsss 

touchdown366: hmmmmmmmmmmmm nice as i look her over working the pole 

kelli-: flips to the floor .. stands next to the pole  

kelli-: I'm bad .. pointing to myself  

RocketManFL: mmmhmm 

kelli-: laffs  

touchdown366: wonders how bad to myself 

kelli-: hand on chest pumping my heart 

RocketManFL: if ya have to wonder TD, wll lets just say, i feel bad for you 

RocketManFL: lol 

kelli-: grabs my tank top  

kelli-: wraps it around my neck  

touchdown366: just using edicite rocket 

RocketManFL: oh really??? lol 

kelli-: does a prancing walk to the rhythm  

touchdown366: loves how she moves to the rythm 

kelli-: works toward the cage  

kelli-: climbs in  

kelli-: shuts the door 

D r a z: clangs the door shut   

touchdown366: sees rocket moving closer 

kelli-: smiles  

RocketManFL: << no fool 

kelli-: rips the tank off my neck  

kelli-: swing it around 

RocketManFL: yee haw 

kelli-: tosses it out of the cage  

touchdown366: smiles at the great start to the cage dance 

kelli-: jumps up and hangs from the top bars  

kelli-: swings 

kelli-: feet lock around the top bars 

kelli-: hangs upside down dancing 

RocketManFL: wow what a move 

RocketManFL: claps 

touchdown366: looks on through the cage as she hangs upside down 

kelli-: hopes Draz has a tune to get me out of this 

kelli-: YAAAYYY 

kelli-: LMAO 

trisha_29: slips back in quietly 

kelli-: working my body  

RocketManFL: wb Trish 

D r a z: wb trisha  hugs 

touchdown366: wb trisha quitely 



trisha_29: ty rocket 

trisha_29: ty draz hugs 

trisha_29: ty td 

kelli-: hands lock the top bar .. release my feet and jumps down  

kelli-: dancing in a circle ...  

kelli-: stops .. back to you 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder  

kelli-: smiles and winks 

kelli-: hands move down my ribs  

touchdown366: looks at her and returns the smile 

kelli-: hips move to the beat  

kelli-: fingers slip under the waist band  

kelli-: slowly moving it down  

D r a z: watches  the thrills   

RocketManFL: and chills 

kelli-: hips move in circles as I turn toward you 

kelli-: move to the bars  

kelli-: hands high on the bars  

kelli-: hips thrust into the bar  

touchdown366: lucky bars 

kelli-: working it 

kelli-: hands move back down  

kelli-: over the smooth skin of my hips  

kelli-: around the waist band  

touchdown366: looks as she moves so suductively 

kelli-: slips it down to a straight line across the very tops of my legs  

kelli-: winks at TD 

kelli-: body picks up the beat  

touchdown366: winks back at the girl in the cage 

kelli-: swaying 

D r a z:   watches the fingers  

kelli-: fingers move up  

kelli-: over my ribs 

RocketManFL: blck velvet 

kelli-: higher 

kelli-: brushing my boobs 

kelli-: then over my head  

touchdown366: smiling as she grinds to the slow beat 

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: slowly turning 

RocketManFL: smiles broadly  

kelli-: stops at profile 

kelli-: slow slinky moves  

touchdown366: awesome profile noticing her curves 



kelli-: hips thrusting slowly but hard  

D r a z: looks over at   the profile as its swings and pulses  

RocketManFL: hands TD more napkins 

kelli-: hands slip back down my body  

kelli-: slips off the yoga shorts 

touchdown366: thanks rocket lol 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: leans back  

RocketManFL: oh sheeeesh 

kelli-: thrusting 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmm as she drops to her knees 

kelli-: leans farther 

kelli-: thrusting 

kelli-: leans waaayyy back  

kelli-: thrusting straight up 

D r a z: eyes fixed on the thrusting pumping body  

kelli-: head touching floor behind me 

kelli-: collapse  

RocketManFL: yeah!!!! claps 

touchdown366: standing ovation as she falls in the cage 

D r a z: woo hoo ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.stands and APLAUDS ..........bravo! 

kelli-: gets to my feet  

RocketManFL: claps widly 

kelli-: bows smiling widely 

D r a z:    opens the cage and  holds a LAB robe open for kelli  ..............welldone   little 

wildcat  

trisha_29: claps....wonderful kelli 

kelli-: backs into my LAB robe .. slips my arms in  

kelli-: thank you all  

RocketManFL: claps for kelli ty 

kelli-: smiles at trisha .. thanks 

kelli-: ties the robe  

touchdown366: leaves a 20 on the bar for a drink for the hot little dancer 

D r a z: you will have towartch this guy 

kelli-: picks up the clothes and stuffs them in the robe  

kelli-: thank you TD .. blows a kiss  

touchdown366: most welcome kelli 

D r a z:  tillls  the bills   

kelli-: brb ... 

 


